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Smoking referendum
slated for Tuesday

Senator Charles Robb poses with former adviser Dean Tim
Sullivan before last Thursday's speech. See story, page 3.

Greg Brummett

By SUZANNE FITZGERALD
and ANDREW HERZIG
The long-awaited, highly
publicized smoking referendum
will be held on Tuesday, January
21 from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. in
the law school lobby. The location was selected to give voters a
final opportunity to assess the air
qUality before casting their ballots. While this referendum will
be non-binding, half of the student body must participate in the
voting before the administration
will reevaluate the policy. Students must present their identification cards to receive a ballot.
According to Elizabeth Dopp,
the 3L who oft dons an Arthur
Kent-model gas mask while tra-

versing the lobby, the current
policy is set by the undergraduate administration. It provides
that the lobby be the law school
smoking zone. Dopp feels that
the existing arrangement violates
the Virginia Clean Air Act
(VCAA). She argues that the
statute requires a reasonable nonsmoking area and so the lobby,
as the sole means of access to all
areas of the building, ought to be
smoke-free.
The undergraduate administration, as well as the smoking
contingency, contend that the
current policy conforms to the

See VOTE, page 20

BA budget woes threaten cancellation of Barrister's Ball
Organizers must either sell two hwulred tickets by January 28 or call off the event
year, had the dance floor constantly
packed. "We were so impressed with the
band, we hired them for our wedding,"
said third years Michael Chu and S!eJXlanie
Rever.

By PAM ARLUK
The Barrister's Ball, planned for Feb.
22 at the Virginia Room of the Williamsburg Lodge, is "an event for which you
don't mind asking a date to travel 400

is off."
Last year, Barrister's Ball at the Virginia Room was extremely successful.
The band. Baby Huey and the Babysitters,
which Brooks has reserved again for this

;::~~s~:;:~=~dingtORiChard

Budget cuts prevent hiring of new faculty

If the SBA does not sell at least 200

tickets to the Barrister's Ball by Jan. 28,
there will be no BaD this year, said Bnds.
Tickets, which are $20 per person, will be
on sale in the lobby, and Brooks will be
carrying them on his person at all times.
The reason that the SBA needs to sell at
least 200 tickets by such an early date
stems from the budgetary problems of last
year.
After fInals last May, Brooks was informed that the SBA owed CoIooiaI Williamsbw"g $6,(XX) from the Barrister's BaD
that had occwred in February 1991. The
debt was surprising to Brooks because the
amount should have been paid shortly
after the dance, with proceeds from the
ticket sales. The reason for the $6,000
shortage is still undetennined.
Thus, CW was reluctant to allow Marshall-Wythe to hold another event on its
property for fear that it would not be
promptly paid. However, after several
months of negotiation, Brooks convinced
CW to allow the law school to use the
Virginia Room if a majority of the money
is paid up front
"I'm not kidding," said Brooks "If I
<Ioo't sdl200tickets by Jan. 28, Barrister's

By LEEANNE MORRIS
Despite agreement at a November faculty meeting that a new faculty member
was needed to continue the LLM. program, budget cuts at the College have
resulted in a hiring freeze which wiIlleave
the position unstaffed for the next academic year.
Members of the Faculty Appointments
Committee were informed by Provost
Melvyn Schiavelli in December that they
will not be able to hire an additional tax
professor for next year. The Committee
had to cancel scheduled campus visits by
three candidates for the job.
Last semester the faculty, after voting
against abolishing the tax program entirely, voted to make tax its highest hiring
priority. At the November meeting, Vice
Dean Richard Williamson said that
"highest priority" in this context.meant
"bringing in the best people ... if they nun
us down, or we don't want them, we'll
hire a visititig professor" for the next
academic year.
Professor Paul LeBel, who chairs the
Committee, expressed regret over the
Provost's announcement

"We had seen some outstanding people
who wanted to teach fa... ," but there is
always next year, he said
Reached at the University of Horida,
where he is a visiting professor this semester, Glenn Coven, director of the
Graduate Tax program, said he was apprehensive that the announcement leaves
things unsettled He said that he understood after the last Committee meeting in
November that the position would be
staffed and the program would go on.
Last semester, Coven chaired an ad
hoc committee fonned to study alternative
ways to run the graduate tax program.
That group' s report was discussed by the
entire faculty at the November meeting.
The committee, consisting of Coven,

The Virginia Room also has eight bartenders, top qUality drinks with little, if

See WOES, page 20

Williamson and Professor Peter Alces,
considered having a part-time program of
graduate tax courses offered at night and
on weekends.
In the ad hoc committee's report, Alces'
position was that many J .D. students are
reluctant to take courses with full-time
LLM. students and that a part-time program. might result in increased enrollment
in J.D. tax courses.
The emphasis of the report was that in
order for the full-time graduate tax program to continue as a credible program,
another faculty member must be hired.
In the report, Coven expressed con-

See HIRING, page 20
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Out of our heads
All work and no play makes life very dull, especially when
the work consists of ceaseless studying. Everyone needs a
break from the grind, and the diversity at Marshall-Wythe
ensures that any student can fmd an activity that jibes with his
or her interests.
.
With the start of the new semester, many student groups are
holding informational meetings and making plans for upcoming events. Now is the perfect time for students who put off
joining a club or group during the hectic fall semester to get
involved in an extracurricular activity.
For those interested in gaining practical legal experience,
there's the Court-Appointed Attorney Project, the Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance program, or the Post-Conviction Assistance Project. Groups like the International Law Society and
the Environmental Law Society can also provide information
and contacts for students interested in specific areas of practice.
Or you can escape the legal atmosphere altogether through
projects with Housing Partnerships, the literacy Program, or
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, all sponsored under the umbrella
group Law Students Involved in the Community.
As the third year class winds down its time at MarshallWythe, the leadership of many of these organizations will be
passed along to members of the first and second year classes.
Now is the time to get involved if you have ideas you'd like to
implement in your remaining years here.
So if you've been putting off joining a group because you
fear the time commitment, think: again. That involvement could
not only save your sanity, it might give potential employers a
clearer idea of the kind of person you really are.
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From
the Editors ...
Next month, students who Registrar's Office is forced to

stumbled away from the Wailing
Wall will undergo another shock
as they leave Gloria Todd' s office
with a slip of paper attaching a
number to their heads or, more
appropriately, their resumes.
The current system is not only
demeaning, but it fails to signify
any meaningful differences between students in the same percentile groups. It's an exercise in
line drawing .taken to the extreme, and we are the victims.
In a school of highly qualified
students, individual numerical
ranks are absurd. When the

carry GPA calculations to thousandths of a grade point, individual numbers serve no purpose.
Dean Kaplan has proposed,
and SBA has endorsed, a resolution calling for reform of the
current system. The idea is not
new . A similar proposal for
change, made several years ago,
was vetoed by the student body.
Reform of the system will
force employers to look beyond
the second or third line of a resume and determine if students
have the type of background and
experience they're looking for in

To the Editor:
Dear Oassmates:
Do you believe in a "smoker's
right to smoke"? Whether you
do or not, the answer to that
question is not relevant to the
Referendum on Smoking that
Marshall-Wythe will consider at
the polls on Tuesday, January
2l.
The Virginia Clean Air Act
(Va. Code Ann. Sec. 15.1-291.1
- 15.1-291.8 (Michie Supp. 1991)
mandates that public facilities
set aside a "reasonable nonsmoking area;" accordingly, an
anonymous administrator from
the undergraduate campus, who
possibly never set one foot inside
our building, determined that the
classrooms, library, and lounge
would be nonsmoking, but that
smoking would be permitted in
the main lobby . As discussed
eloquently in Elizabeth Dopp's
"Crossfire" (Amicus Curiae,
Sept. 30, 1991), legal, health,
and aesthetic reasons compel
fwther restriction of the smoking
area. Hence, the referendum.
The first question on the referendum asks whether you believe the smoking policy should
be cbanged. When formulating
your position, consider that student access to the building is
restricted to the entrances via the
lobby; that once inside the
building one must traverse the
smoky length of the lobby to get
from the library to class, from the
administrative offices to faculty
offices, and from the naugahyde
to hanging fIles ; and that some
members of our community have
allergic reactions to smoke,
which include such symptoms as
watery eyes, sore throats, and
coughing (as well as stinky
clothes).
Regardless of your answer to
the first question, the referendum
then asks you to consider two
options: the "vestibule" option
and the "lobby comer" option.
The vestibule option would restrict smoking to the enclosed
area between the lobby and the
patio. Contrary to Rob Ulmer' s
imaginative but uninformed cri-

To the Editor:
On Tuesday, January 21 those
students who actually give a
damn will vote on proposed
changes to the school's smoking
policy. I do not write to address
any substantive issues concerning smoking in the law school.
Instead, I would like to point out
some flaws in the proposed process by which any changes in the
smoking policy will be made.
As the situation stands, the
current policy could be changed
if at least fifty percent of the
student body votes on the referendum, and a simple majority of
those voting wish to change the
policy. No mmimum vote is
required to implement a specific
plan; those voting for one plan
can' t take their votes back if a
different plan is tmally adopted.
In other words, the College administration could be presented
with a "mandate" to change the
smoking policy when as few as
26% of the students actually want
a change, and a far smaller percentage wants the specific plan
that is ultimately implemented.
If smoking is such an important issue, we should require a
more defmite statement from the
student body here at the law
school. For example, in last
year's referendum on changes to
the Honor Code, while only a
simple majority of students had
to vote, at least two-thirds of
those voting--a minimum of approximately 34% of the student
body-- had to approve specific
changes.
If a majority of the students
want a particular plan enacted,
so be it. If a majority want a
change but can't agree on a plan,
we should continue to develop
alternatives. What we don't need
is a process that allows a defmite
minority of students to produce
an uncertain result
Tim Hrynick, LL.M.

an attorney. Employers wanting
to hire from the top twenty-five
percent of the class will still be
able to make the distinction, but
they won't reject people within
the same percentile grouping
merely because Sue is number
33 and John is number 43.
1bat's whatchariging the current ranking system will mean.
When the Academic Status
Committee reports on altematives to the present system, students should consider whether
they want employers to judge
them on the basis of individual
merit or an arbitrary number.

Letters - - - - - - - - - -

To the Editor:
Monday, January 20th is the
date Martin Luther King ' s
birthday is observe~ by our
country. It doesn't seem that the
occasion, however, is marked
See SMOKE, page 14 with the type of reflection and
. , . thankfulness it deserves.

King was the figurehead and
conscious to a revolution of
change, his use of and conviction
to aggressive non-violence was
the seminal force behind the Civil
Rights movement. King's gift
was his ability to communicate
the Civil Rights message to all
right-minded people of the country, and while we still live in a
racist, prejudiced world, it is much
less so due to his efforts.
It is sad that no one has been
able to take up King's mantle and
carryon the message of the
movement forward with the kind
of success he was able to accomplish. Certainly, there are battles
of injustice left to be fought and
walls of prejudice to be knocked
down.
King was not the fust to press
the cause of civil rights, nor was
be the last, be was simply the best
that this country bas ever produced. Whether some of us realize it or not, we are all the richer
for his work and all the poorer for
his premature death, he is desperately missed
Ronnie Clay (2L)
To the Editor:
In regard to Hank Lerner's
"mini-editorial" publisbed in the
Amicus Curiae on November 25,
1991 : I would like to eliminate
any misconceptions about the
role of the Publications Council
in the resulting "merger" of The
Advocate and the Amicus. As a
representative to the Publications
COlllcil, I feel obliged to the law
school community to make the
following remarks, which consist of my own perceptions and
do not represent the official views
of the Publications Council
First of all , the Publications
Council did not "legislate" anything "out of existence," nor did
it vote to merge the two newspapers. The Council had before it
the single task of selecting a new
editor-in-chief for The Advocate
because that position was vacated
earlier this academic year. After
reviewing the qualifications of
the applicants and discussing the
matter at length, the Council
See MERGER, page 14
.
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Nixon Confidante Tells W &M Gathering of Disgrace and Rebirth
By BRIAN GOLDEN
In 1973 , Chuck Colson
thought he had reached the pinnade of success; he told a gathering of more than 600 people on
campus last Monday. Speaking
to the Campus Christian Crusade
in a crowded Trinkle HaIl, the
Boston native said he had heeded
his father' s advice and "worked
hard to get to the top."
Colson graduated with honors
from Brown University, at 22
became the youngest Marine
company commander during the
Korean War, and at 27 was running the Capitol Hill office of a
prominent Republican Senator.
He received his law degree
from George Washington University, and after making a small
fortune in his own Washington
D.C. law firm, accepted President.Richard Nixon ' s offer to
serve as his special counsel in
1%9. And it all happened before
his 40th birthday.
"I was 38 years old and one of
the five dosest people to the
President. My office was eventua1ly right next door to the Oval
Office. I could call Andrews Air
Force Base and a four-engine jet
would take m e anywhere I
wanted to go. That's before John
Sununu ruined a good deal,"
quipped Colson, as he described
his heady experiences at the center of American political power.
But Colson's trem endous influence and pres tig e would
eventually give wa y to disgrace
and humiliation. A t 4 1, he became the first White House in-

sider to go to prison for his role in
"Is it possible there's a God?
the Watergate cover-up.
1 never asked the question seriThe Colson who spoke in ously in my life until 18 years
'Williamsburg, however, was ago," Colson insisted. After
anything but a broken man. The much reflection about the "bi 0
former presidential confidante hole" in his life, the self-descritJed
and convict was witty and mov- ~'hatchet-man for the President"
ing as he explained his remark- formally dedicated his life to
able successes and failures , and Christ. He then confessed his
the conversion to Christianity that Watergate role to prosecutors and
forever changed his life.'
went to jail for seven months.
The beginning of Nixon's
Not surprisingly, his conversecond term brought no end to sion experience was greeted by
the Watergate scandal. "There
was poison in the air, " Colson
recalled, as he told of the torment
reporters caused him e very
By ANDREW SMlTH
morning, hounding him about the
A trip on the Jamestown Ferry
latest accusations.
It was during this period, to Scotland Wharf in Surry
Colson said, that he visited a County has been likened by some
boyhood f riend, Tom Phillips , as a trip into another era--a time
president of the Raytheon Cor- when life was slower and more
porat ion in M assachu sett s. genteel.
Phillips told the troubled Colson,
O thers would contend that
"I've accepted Christ as my per- when one journeys to the south
shore of the James River, through
sonal savior."
the
Surry time warp, he indeed
Upon hearing that, Colson told
enters
another era, but one in
the audience, "Having been
which
life
was characterized by
raised in the vast spiritual
poverty
and
unemployment.
wasteland of the Northeast, I
These
naysayers
argue that in
squirmed in my seat and nerorder
for
Surry
to
shake off the
vously changed the subject."
of
its
economic
retardation,
yoke
The personality change in his
it
needs
to
build
a
bridge
across
friend made a deep impression
of
the
Ferry.
the
James
and
get
rid
on Colson. Pbillips was a scientist
The
Commonwealth
Transwho ran one of America's largest defense contractors. Colson portation Board, which approves
said he felt Phillips was a curious all major Virginia Department of
candidate for Christian conver- Transportation (VOOT) capital
sion, but he was "haunted" by the spending programs, met in
peace he saw in Phillips as the Fredericksburg in December to
\ Vatergate storm raged around decide the fate of the Ferry. The
VDOT staff recommended that
him.

the press with skepticism, according to Colson. Networknews
commentator Eric Sevareid said,
"Chuck Colson's conversion is
the most improbable event of the
20th century." According to
Colson, Walter Cronkite, Dan
Rather, and innumerable cartoonists had something to say
about it. Even President Nixon
for years did not believe the
conversion was genuine, Colson
acknowledged.

Today, opinions about the
now-Reverend Chuck Colson are
quite different. After leaving
prison, he founded Prison Fellowship Ministries, which works
with inmates in more than 500
prisons in 31 countries. "I came
to realize why prisons don't
work," he said. "Inmates look to
lives of emptiness. Their fami-

See SAVED, page 15

Jamestown Ferry Survives Bridge Vote
the board designate a corridor of
land for the bridge and earmark
$130 million in necessary funds
for the bridge construction. When
the board met to decide, however,
they voted unanimously to table
the bridge idea for the time being
and instead focus on an expansion
of the Ferry service (bigger boats
and 24-hour service), which
would cost only about S40 million.
The Jamestown Ferry has been
operating since 1925, when it
was fo unded by entrepreneur
Albert Jester. The state bought
the route in 19-\.5 and has operated
it continually since that time. The
Ferry has been controversial for
the last several years, with the
anti-ferry crowd clamoring for a
bridge so that Surry might fInally
realize its full potential, while
the pro-ferryists lamen t that a
bridge would despoil the quaint
Surry wilderness.
Complicating the issue is the

fact that any proposed bridge
would lie hard by the Jamestown
Settlement (readily visible from
the Ferry), giving the preservationist element reason to fear for
the integrity of the historic area.
The view across the James , they
reason, is basically the same as it
was when John Smith landed in
1607, and to span a bridge across
it would ruin the effect .
According to a staff member
of neo-ferryist Legislator George
Grayson (D-- Williamsburg),
whose rallying cry of "Ferries
Forever! " could be heard echoing through the General Assembly halls in Richmond, the high
cost of the bridge, in combination
with well-organized opposition
from the preservationists, the
National Park Service, and Wil liamsburg residents who don 't
want to see any increases in al-

S ee SL OW BOAT , page 15

Slouching towards graduation

Commencment plans slowly taking shape
By WILL DEVAN
With graduation only ninety-five days
away, the school has yet to fmd someone
to speak to this year's graduates. Graduation Committee Chair Jessica Lynch (3L)
said that she was "waiting on the final
word" from "some excellent choices," but
that she would rather not say who those
choices are. The selection process has
been complicated because some early
candidates had international connections
which slowed communications. Several
of the 10 to 15 candidates considered have
had to decline due to poor health or conflicting commitments.
One reason for the difficulty in attracting a suitable speaker is that while
many schools pay their speakers a hefty
honorarium, speakers at Marshall-Wythe
must be 'content with the honor of addressing the audience and having their
expenses reimbursed. Lynch said that
Margaret Thatcher, an early invitee, is
rumored to command $50,000 per
speaking engagement.
Although in the past some speakers
have received honorary degrees, these are
awarded on the basis of the speaker's
other achievements. According to Dean
Timothy Sullivan, there is not enough

time left for the College to decide whether
a speaker for this year is eligible for an
honorary degree.
L ynch also said that the process of
selecting a speaker has been changed this
year, with the graduating class being polled
two or three times. According to Lynch,
the school hopes to adopt further changes
in the hope of creating "a more reasoned
process." L ynch encourages the current
second-year class to select a list of speakers
now.
Law students are entitled to attend
several different commencement ceremonies. The earliest of these is the
College's Baccalaureate Ceremony, which
is held in the Wren Courtyard on Saturday,
Mav 9 at 9:30 in the morning . The
s~e; for this ceremony has yet to be
announced.
A President's Reception will be held
from 3 :00 to 5:00 on Saturday afternoon,
in College Yard in front of the President's
House. Lynch noted that this reception
will give law school graduates a chance to
rub elbows with the distinguished personages who will be speaking at the various
commencement ceremonies.
The next ceremony is the main graduation ceremony, which will be held in

William and Mary Hall on Sunday, May
10, at 1:00 in the afternoon. It is designed
primarily for undergraduates, and law
students will be recognized en masse .
Attendance is limited; each law student is
allotted five tickets. The speaker for the
main ceremony will be announced after
the February meeting of the College's
Board of Visitors.
The law school will hold a separate
graduation ceremony at 3:00 that afternoon. This ceremony, according to Lynch,
is more of a "recognitional event," and is
very colorful because everyone wears their
hoods.
In good weather, the law school ceremony is held outdoors in Zable Stadium,
a.k.a. Cary Field, and attendance is unlimited. In case of rain, the ceremony will
be held at Phi Beta Kappa Hall, where
seating is limited. According to Lynch,
the number of tickets allocated to each
law student will vary depending on the
number of graduating students who participate. Four tickets, however, will probably be the maximum.
At the law school ceremony, each
student will be individually acknowledged, and walk to the dais to receive a
mock degree and shake hands with Dean

Sullivan. Several awards will be presented, including the Virginia Trial Lawyers Association award to the student who
best demonstrates trial advocacy skills, as
determined by the Trial Advocacy staff;
the Kruchko and Fries Prize for excellence
in labor and employment relations law.
In addition, the Lawrence W. I'Anson
Award, created to honor the former Virginia Supreme Court Justice, and awarded
to the student who has shown "great
promise through scholarship, character,
and leadership"and the George Wythe
Prize, awarded to the student who has
demonstrated exceptional character,
leadership, and selfless service to the Law
School community will be presented to
members of the class of '92.
For the flrst time in several years, the
law school faculty may also award The
Hamilton Prize in Legal History, which
was originally intended for the student
demonstrating an outstanding understanding of Roman law, a subject no longer
taught at the law school. On reexamining
the documents establishing the award,
however, the faculty has concluded that

See GRAD, page 15
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Law Watch
By KATIE FINLEY
and PAM ARLUK
Around the Nation:
BQE. REVISITED The Supreme Court has agreed to rule
on Pennsylvania's restrictive
abortion law which provides for
a 24-hour waiting period, parental consent for minors, requires
most married women to inform
their husbands of their decision
to have an abortion, and requires
doctors to inform patients of fetal development and alternatives.
Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey
will be argued in April and will
address the scope of constitutional protection for abortion
rights.

SUPREME COURT ALLOWS
DIAL-A-PORN
SHIELD The Supreme Court
cleared the way for a federal law
designed to shield children from
dial-a-porn telephone services.
The law , known as the Helms
amendment, requires telephone
companies to block access to the
sexually explicit messages unless
customers ask--in advance and
in writing--to receive them . In
Dial Information Services Corporation of New York v. Barr, the
Court rejected the argument that
such a restriction was an infringement on free speech.

SUPREME COURT RELAXES VOTING ACT RESTRAINTS The Supreme Court

gave local governments covered
by the Voting Rights Act greater
power to change their political
structure without approval from
the federal government. In two
Alabama counties, voting rights
lawsuits led to the election of
blacks on the County commissions. In Presley v. Etowah
Countv Commission the Court
held that the local government
can decrease the duties of such
commissions without Justice
Department approval. The dissent argued that this rule allows
states to evade the requirements
of the Voting Rights Act.

involved but that coup participants expected his support

NORIEGA TRIAL RESUMES Manuel Noriega' s trial

in Miami, Fla. is scheduled to
resume with Defense opening
arguments on Feb. 3 after a delay
for U. S. District Judge William
Houveler to recuperate from heart
surgery.
TYSON IN COURT Champion
boxer Mike Tyson began his trial
on January 27 in Indianapolis on
charges of raping an 18-year-old
beauty pageant contestant last
July. Tyson defends that the sex
was consensual. If convicted, he
ACLU FILES SUIT IN could face up to 63 years in jail.
DUKE'S HONOR The ACLU The trial is expected to last two to
of Rhode Island filed a federal four weeks.
lawsuit to force David Duke's TOUGHER DRUNK DRIVname onto the state's Republican ING LAWS A new federal
presidential primary ballot. Al- highway program offers states
though the Rhode Island Secre- millions of dollars to implement
tary of State decided to leave tougher drunk driving laws.
Duke's name off the ballot be- States will receive a large grant if
cause Duke is not a nationally they lower the legal limit to .08
recognized candidate, the ACLU bloodlalcohol concentration, esclaims that such decision was tablish a system of sobriety
made on the basis of political checkpoints, improve enforcement of the 21 year old drinking
ideology.
RUSSIAN OFFICIALS age, provide for loss of driver's
CHARGED Russian prosecu- licenses within 30 days of contors have charged 15 former high viction, and make prevention
government officials in the failed programs self-supportive.
hard-line Communist coup fol- DISABILITIES ACT IN EFlowing a four and a half month FECT The first major phase of
investigation. The investigators the Americans with Disabilities
concluded that Gorbachev was Act went into effectJan. 26. The
neither directly nor indirectly public accommodations provi-

sion will eventually apply to
businesses' of all sizes and will
require many changes including
wider office doorways and hallways, lower bank A TM machines, movie theaters with
wheelchair space, and restaurants
with Braille and large-type
menus.
LONG HAIR OK A federal
judge has ruled that prison
regulations requiring Native
American inmates to violate their
religious beliefs by cutting their
hair are unconstitutional.
And Close to Home:

PRECEDENT-SETTING
GUN CASE A Virginia Beach
Circuit Court jury ordered a 10cal gun dealer to pay $100,000
for selling a semi-automatic
pistol to an adult when it was
obvious that the weapon was
intended for a minor who later
used it to kill a school teacher.
The award was less than the $3
million requested, but was the
first in the United States against
a gun dealer ' involved in the
" straw purchase" ofafrrearm.

JUDGESHIP DENIED FOR
NINm CIRCUIT The Senate
Courts Comminee and the Senate Finance Committee have
passed a bill that does not include a fourth judge for the 9th
Circuit, which has one of the
highest case loads in the state.
The circuit includes Williamsburg-James City and York. The

bill is now on the Senate floor
and is awaiting approval by the
House, which still has an opportunity to reattach the 9th
Circuit.

V A BEACH POLICE BRUT ALITY Federal investigators
have closed six cases of alleged
police brutality after fmding insufficient evidence to bring indictments. However, two other
cases, including allegations by a
Hampton man beaten in an arrest
during the 1989 Greekfest riots,
remain open.

REAPPOINTMENT OF
JUDGES BELONGING TO
WIDTE CLUBS STALLED
House Democrats held up the
reappointment of two Hampton
Roads judges, Joseph E. Baker,
and Fred P. Aucamp, because of
their current memberships in allwhite country clubs. Several
Democrats said that the judges"
reappointments will continue to
be stalled until either the clubs
are integrated or the judges give
up their memberships.

SENATE STOPS DRUG
REHAB PROGRAM The state
Senate has passed a bill that will
kill a statewide drug rehabilitation program for first-time offenders that permits drug arrests
to be erased from their records.
The sponsor of the bill said that
there are no similar provisions in
the law for those arrested of other
crimes.

Co-counsel program debuts at Marshall-Wythe
By STEVE SHEBEST
When this year' s lL class received
their general information packet, there
was a new addition to the standard forms
which plague all incoming students. The.
new form was an invitation to take part in
the Co-Counsel program, a project which
pairs Marshall-Wythe alumni with firstyear students in order to facilitate the
transition to the study of law. Guidelines
for the program remain rather loose, with
the alumnus, or "Senior Counsel", and lL
"Junior Counsel", being left to do what
they will with the relationship initiated by
the program.
"It really is whatever you make of it,"
said Page Hayhurst, Assistant Director of
Development and Alumni Affairs. 'There
are few guidelines involved because we
were a little afraid of overkill. The senior
counsel is really just another resource
available to the student."
Matt Holloran (IL) agreed. "It's a
chance for first-years, who have yet to be
exposed to little 'real' working knowledge of the practice of law, to look outside
of the law school for possible direction in

law school. It' s a chance to cast light on
some preconceptions you gain as a firstyear, such as billable hours ."
The idea that all members of their
chosen profession are required to complete
an impossible amount of billable hours
each week is one notion the Co-Counsel
program hopes to discredit. Ironically, it
has been the biggest problem for the program so far.
"As a first-year, it is really impossible
to believe that these practicing professionals have the time'to spend answering
your questions," said Hooloran. " When
they tell you to call any time you have a
question, you don't think they mean it and
don ' t want to trouble them. Even when
they tell you to call collect,"--as many
senior counsel do-"you still are afraid to
take time away from someone who you
believe is under the constraint of all those
billable hours ."
Another related problem frequently
occurs when the senior counsel are unable
to initiate contact with their junior counsel. "I have yet to meet my replacement
Co-Counsel," said Debbi Holmes ( IL),

Don't forget the next meeting·of the
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p_01.,

whose first Co-Counsel withdrew from
the program plior to meeting her. "He
called for the first time recently when he
was in town for a trial , but I missed the
call. I guess the ball is in my field, but I
don't really want to make the call."
"The best advice I can give to junior
counsel is to call if they tell you to. These
are all enthusiastic alumni who wouldn ' t
have volunteered if they didn't want you
to," said Holloran.
The progranl, proposed to the Alumni
Association Board last year by Bruce Titus
('71) , received overwhelming response
from the flISt-year class. "We had arranged
for about 30 ailumni to take part in the
program, and received almost one hundred
forms from the first-year class," said
Hayhurst. "It took a little while to do, but
we eventually found enough alumni who
were eager to help out. Some alumni even
agreed to take on two junior counsel. "
The program looks for alumni who are
practicing within a reasonable distance of
the school, thus allowing more opportunity for interaction with the students.
The form asked students to indicate a
preferred area o f law, but is liable to be
broadened with the incoming first-year
class. "We hope to provide the students
with an opportunity next year to rank:
preferences, so we don' t have to find 100
alumni who are practicing in the area of
environmental or international law ," said
Hayhurst, indicating the responses received from a majority of this year's l L's.
Hayhurst would also like to provide options for students to chose a Senior COl.Ul-

sel of a particular gender or race or from
a particular geographical location.
Channing Hall , alumnus of MarshallW ythe and chair of the Co-Counsel
Committee to the Alumni Association
Board, processed the forms and regularly
corresponds with both junior and senior
counsel. Hall encourages senior counsel
to make the initial contact with the firstyears, given the student's understandable
reluctance to make demands upon a
practitioner's time. Other members of the
Committee include student representative
Mike Rausch (IL), Assistant Director
Hayhurst, Professor Emeric Fisher, and
other alumni.
Students who missed their first chance
to become involved in the program will
have an opportunity to sign up for the
remainer of this semester at the CoCounsel Spring Reception on Saturday,
February 29 at 5:30pm at the Williamsburg
Winery.
The Alumni Association Board, a
nonprofit incorporated entity, co-sponsored the recent mock interview program
with the Office of Career Planning and
Placement. It also provides other services
to alumni of Marshall-Wythe, including a
party for graduating students on the last
day of classes and a directory of alumni
listed alphabetically, by class, and geographic area of practice.
Other members of the Alumni Association Board include Deans Vick and
Sullivan, and Richard Brooks, whose status as president of the SBA gives him
access to the Board.
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M-W students find few services as new semester begins
By SANDY RIZZO
For many students, January 6 came all
too soon. Though ~inter tRak was shorter
than they would have liked, many students
decided that since they were back in Williamsburg, though perhaps under duress,
it was time to settle back into old routines.
Try to settle back into old routines is the
more accurate statement, because many
College services were closed.
While law students may have noticed
that they are not at the top of the priorities
of the College of William and Mary, thi
time it seems that Marshall-Wythe was all
but forgotten. Routine was not "routine"
for law students last week.
For instance, students who sauntered
over to exercise at the Rec Center around
5 p.m. last week found the doors locked.
The Rec Center was open only from 9
a.m. to -l:30 p.m. during the fIrst week of
law school classes.
Other students who conta ted the King
Student Health Center to have prescription filled were told that the Board of
Health Regulations forbade the fllling of
any prescnptIons. tudents needing other
medical attention had to make sure to
become ill between the hours of 1 and _
p.m.
Students rel}'ing on the bus service for
transportation to the law school had to
complete travel by 6 p.m. wem library
al so had limited its hour. For students
subscribing to the meal plan , last week

anticipate the lack of services described
above.
Last summer Galloway provided the
Transportation, Parking and Food services
offices with the academic year calendar
for the law school. Among other services
notified of the Marshall-Wythe schdedule
by Galloway were the Health Center,
Campus Police and the Office of Residence
Life.
Galloway said she was able, with the
help of Harold Banister, the Director of
Transportation, to arrange for bus service
between Ludwell and the law school, at

least during daytime hours. She said that
given budget implications, this was a feat
not easily accomplished.
According to Dr. Herrmann, the
Medical Director of the Health Center,
the Health Center was open to students
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m . beginning January
2nd but emergencies were handled from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., although the 2-l hour
emergency service was not available.
Phillip Spiggle, the only pharmacist
who works at the Health Center, was on
vacation during the first week of classes
for Marshall-Wythe students. Spiggle

explained that he tries to take vacation
when the fewest number of students will
be effected. The College does not have a
policy that allows hiring a relief pharmacist
during the times when the full time
pharmacist is allotted vacations.
According to Dr. Herrmann, doctors
are not allowed to dispense medication in
Virginia except in certain limited situations. This left students who needed
medication during the fIrst week of classes
with the limited and potentially costlier
alternative of purchasing their medications at retail pharmacies.

Moot court team competes at nationals
By STEVE SHEBEST
William and Mary's National Moot
Court team , consisting of Paige Budd,
Tom Jones, and Ruth Nathanson, placed
within the top 16 teams in the nation last
week, before being eliminated by the
Loyola niversity of Chicago. Having
been eliminated before the round of eight
contenders, the team's exact standing will
not be known for a several weeks.
Marshall-Wythe got started on the right
foot by soundly defeating the team put
forth by George Washington University
in the first round . Despite winning the
oral component of their ne, t two rounds,
the team found itself knocked out of the
competition due to a brief score that was
lower than tho e of their opponents , the

w as n o t o n e o f f eas t bu t of fam.ine--the

l Tni"ersity of Missouri and Loyola . The

food service did not resume operations
until las t Tue day .
Associate Dean Connie Gall oway explained Uu1t the situations d cribed above
were a consequence of the calendar change
made late last year. ince, under ABA.
regulations , law classes must be in session
a certain number of days , the alternatives
~ ere either to eliminate Spring Break or
to shorten Winter Break..
Dean Galloway did not realize that the
undergraduate students ' starting date for
the semester was so disparate from that of
the law student ' and therefore did not

brief submitted by each team counts as -lO
percent of the total core each round , and
. orcs among the competitors differed by
up to 11 points . Oral argument scores,
especially at the national level , rarely vary
enough to make up more than a couple of
the points that might have been lost on the
brief.
Last year' s Marshall-" ythe team ,
having earned best brief, was able to advance in more than one round in which
they lost the oral component of the argument.
"\Ve were given the impre ion that the

people scoring the briefs took off a lot of
The team was cheered on in each round
points for some of the more technical by sizeable group of William and Mary
aspects of the brief, especially the mau- fans, consisting of friends and family of
mum length," said Jones . "Our's was a Budd, Jones and _Tathanson. The team
few pages over the limit, and I think that was also surprised at the number of other
really hurt us. The tearns did not get to teams who kept a sharp eye on how the
fmd out their exact brief scores during the competitors from William and Mary in
competition, but we figured we placed particular were faring. "Marshall-Wythe
somewhere in the middle of the pack. It has really built a reputation for itself at the
was a shame to win all three oral argu- national level , and it was apparent when
ments, yet fail to advance because of we got there that it [the reputation] had
something not substantively wrong with preceded us," said Jones.
the brief." The team's brief placed second
The team credited the practice rounds
at the regional competition, receiving two they argued here at Marshall-Wythe as
perfect scores of 100 on substance. Moot being a major factor in their preparation.
Court coach Judy Ledbetter said she had In particular, they expressed gratitude for
never before seen two such scores.
the informative critiques of Professors
T he l niversity of Kentucky, which Collins and Smolla, and the constant help
c5lptTlrp.(I the Southeastern regional of coach Ledbetter. Budd, Jones, and
championship, was eliminated after los- l\athanson were also pleased at how well
ing hoth of their first two rounds.
they got along despite the required intenThe team member al 'o found them- sity of the preparation, which can often
seh"e frustrated with ome judges who, lead to strained friendships. " We spent a
apparently not well acquainted with the lot of time just sitting arotmd throwing
problem , asked questions that were of no ideas at each other, exploring the weakuse in testing an oralist 's knowledge of nesses of each of our arguments and disthe arguments or their weaknesses. At cussing possible questions and answers,"
one point, Jones was asked for the name of said Nathanson.
the judge who had decided a District Court
T he group also took in the sights and
case he cited, which he correctly answered. nightlife of New York, with Budd acting
The judge who asked the question later as guide. The trip ended with lunch at the
admitted that he did not know the correct famed Tavern on the Green restaurant. "It
answer himself.
really was al l a lot of fun," said Jones.
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Parking spaces dwindle
By GREG BRUMMETT
As many students have noticed, the temporary grass parking lot on Henry Street has been
closed since early December.
The closure was promptf'.d by the
lot's muddy condition, which,
coupled with its concave shape,
made unassisted egress from the
lot difficult for most and impossible for some. The loss of these
additional spaces, coupled with
the increased "permit only"
parking on nearby Williamsburg
streets, has made parking legally
near the Law School increasingly
difficult.
Both Dean Sullivan and SBA
president Rich Brooks have discussed the situation with Bill
Merck, Vice President for Administration and Finance and
head of the Transportation
Committee, regarding various

options for future use of the lot.
According to Merck, efforts to
improve the lot through the addition of sand or gravel are prohibitively expensive and would
also require a zoning variance.
According to Associate Dean
Connie Galloway, Sullivan did
reach an understanding with
Merck under which the lot will
be made available for use when
the surface conditions are sufficiently dry. How this determination will be made, and how the
openings and closings will be .
handled, remains to be seen.
Galloway said she will continue
to monitor the situation and attempt to resoh"e problems as they
anse.
In the meantime, students '
patience, and a pair of sturdy
walking shoes, are probably the
most effective solution.

Greg Brummett

Students found parking decreased as the "grassy lot"was
transformed into a mud pit.

LSC sponsors lecture on uses of controversial RU486
By PAULA HANNAFORD
Dr. Camelia Buchanan, an obstetrician/gynecologist practicing in Williamsburg, spoke to M-W students on
January 14 about the medical uses and
effects of the controversial drug
mefepristone, commonly known as
RU486. The lecture, sponsored by Law
Students for Choice, focused on the drug' s
use and effectiveness to induce abortions
in early pregnancy.
First developed in France by the multinational drug manufacturer HoechstRoussel in 1980, RU486 has proven to be
96 percent effective in c.ompletely terminating pregnancies of less than seven

weeks gestation with fewer and less severe side-effects than other abortion procedures. RU486 is a pure progesterone
"antagonist," Dr. Buchanan explained,
which works by preventing the fertilized
egg from receiving nutrients through the
uterine wall and by causing the uterus to
contract and expel the embryo. Research
shows that the drug may also be effective
in other medical treatments, including
Cushing's Syndrome, breast and other
types of cancer, and AIDS .
Despite these promising statistics, the
manufacturer has refused to apply .for
FDA approval for mass distribution of
RU486 in the United States because of the

threat of boycotts and political protests by
anti-abortion groups. The company has
stated that it will not make the drug available in countries which do not approve of
its primary use to induce abortion. Currently, the drug is widely used only in
France and China, however approval is
expected shortly in the United Kingdom
and Sweden.
Following the lecture, Dr. Buchanan

gave students the opportunity to ask questions about the drug and its use. When
asked whether she was personall y or
professionally disturbed by the lack of the
drug's availability in the United States,
Buchanan replied that she expects an
eventual change in the political climate of
this country which will allow the manufacture of R 486 without the threat of
political controversy .
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PAD's Toys For Tots campaign proves successful once more
By ANDREW SMITH
Despite a rece sion and the
generalla k of Christmas cheer
surrounding the law school at
exam time, this year's Toy for
Tots campaign, conducted by flli
Alpha Delta in December, managed a good deal of success.
Bob Di kinson (_L), who runs
the Toys for Tots campaign for
P.-\D, reported that 165 toys and
S-lO in cash were collected this
year.
Dicltin on said that last year
more than _50 toy were col lected, but he believes that wa
due in large part to law tudent
~eal Robinson who provided
every tudent in his Corporations
class with a toy in order to capitali z e on Professor Jayne
Barnard's offer of c1as immunity
for those giving toys .
Dicltin on con idered this
year ' s haul of 165 toy to be
quite respectable, especially
con idering the lack of any
benefactors on Robinson's scale.
Dicltinson founded the Toys
for Tot program for PAD last
year. He called various social

work organizations in the area to
ask if any other similar programs
were conducted in Williamsburg.
He found that the Colonial Capital Kiwanis Gub sponsored a
campaign whereby toys were
bought for cash at a discount and
then distributed to needy families
via a 'Toy tore," which thi
year was set up at the Outlet \fall
on Route 60. Families are identified through the Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) program.
The families come to the store
and are given toys based on their
need as determined by ADC.
The Kiwanian generally
spend more than S 10,000 on the
merchandise for their annual Toy
tore. Dicltinson e timates the
value of the toys donated by the
law school community thi season at les than $800, and while
thi pale in comparison to the
contribution made by the
Kiwanians, he believes that the
program erves a three-fold
purpose for Marshall-Wythe.
First, and, says Dickinson, mo t
important, it helps the needy
children who awake on Christ-

ROBBGAB, from page 3

mas morning to find something
under the tree that wouldn't have
ordinarily been there. But it also
kicks off the Christmas eason
for law students and professors
by letting them participate in the
spirit of giving a little early, and

finally, it involves the law school
in the outside community, letting the Kiwanians know that
they have our support
Dickinson thanks all the
members of the law school who
participated this season, espe-

cially the more than 20 professors who granted immunity to
those students who donated toys
to the program. The PAD and
Dickinson are looking forward
to eyen greater participation next
year.

PAD members Will Stoycos (3L), Bob Dickinson (2L), Sandy
Rizzo (3L) and Debbi Rauanheimo (noL) pose with toys col·
lected last month.

services, a figure Walker claims i
less than many private executive
search firms would charge. Walker
lure of the Committee is that it includes also said that in today's market "about
two students, Flippen and graduate student as many Colleges and Universities
Shirley Santiago.
use search rums as don'!."
\Valker said twenty members is an
Although no defInite date has been
"unusually large group for a presidential set for completion of the search prosearch coau:n.iUoe," .and th.!:lt the '!)v£".T~8E'"
~". Fli~.n <:aid that the Board wants
committee consists of eight to ten mem- to be presented with a slate of three
bers. The Committee was selected in this candidates by late Spring. The big
manner "to ensure broad access to the issue now is whether the Board will
process by lots of people."
elect an interim president to succeed
pplications have been recei ved
erk.LIil at its February meeting. If no
through notninations by third parties, in- president is installed by graduation,
dividuals writing in to apply for them- Flippen speculated that degrees given
selves, and through the efforts of Presi- out in May will bear the Provost's
dential earch Consultation Services, a signature. Several undergraduates
branch of the Association of Governing have asked whether Verkuil will be
Boards in Washington D.C. PSCS is asked to return in order to sign their
being paid approximately $27,000 for its diplomas.

KaJhken Wobber

QUEST, from page 3

Committee, which Robb chairs, he said,
"we've actually had a steady increase in
revenues .... statisticaIly there's been no
measurable impacl"
On the prospects for enate Democrats
in lhis year's el=tiun:., Rullo "''"'pn;:;;s;scd
cautious optimism. '"The anti-incumbent
virus has not yet run its course. We have
more seats to defend, so we're the Ie sfavored group, but we hope to hold our
own."
Despite his assertion that "the greatest
threat to American society is law school
professor ," Robb also paid tribute to
Marshall -Wythe Dean Timothy Sullivan,
wbo served as one of Robb's top policy
advisers during his term as governor of
Virginia from 198_ to 1986.

146 Jackson Street
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
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Phone: (804) 220-3846
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lobby is not a bus terminal; don't fill it with slTIoke
Elizabeth Dopp

A group of students committed to good health and the
ability to breathe freely on a regular basis has recently
begun pursuing a new regulation to limit smoking in the
lobby of the law school. We are not trying to subjugate
the rights of smokers; we are merely trying to limit where
they practice their smoking.
I am a fIrm believer in the right to die (suicide, living
wills, etc.), so I do not object to a smoker's right to kill
himself or herseU by inhaling cancerous fumes, lethal
tar, and addictive nicotine. I do objec~ however, to a
smoker's ability and "right" to subject me to the same
fatal toxins.
As the law in this. school now stands, smokers can
exercise their privilege to smoke from one end of the
lobby to the other. Whether we non-smokers try to
converse, study, eat, or lounge near the administration
offices or outside the library, a smoker can always
intrude on our clean air. Some smokers additionally
pursue this privilege down the hallway and around the
hanging mes, which is contrary to policy. I do not mean
to imply that all smokers are rude and inconsiderate and
intentionally intrude upon non-smokers. The problem is
that smokers have the right to intrude, and non-smokers
do not have the right to ask them not to. Non-smokers
have no authority in the current law to ask smokers not to

smoke and we have to rely merely on our fellow students'
courtesy and etiquette to refrain from smoking in our
presence.
This law should be changed. The Virginia Indoor
Oean Air Act, passed in 1990, requires that reasonable
no-smoking areas be provided in all public or private
educational facilities . Va. Code Section 15.1-291.2
Allowing smoking throughout the entire lobby does not
provide a reasonable non-smoking area, given the size
and student body of Marshall-Wythe. The lobby is the
primary means of entry into the building; one must walk
through the lobby to get to classes, the library, the lounge,
the administration offices, the faculty offIces, and the
hanging fIles. Additionally, the lobby is one of only two
areas (the other one being the lounge) where students
gather to relax between classes, chat with friends, and
hold meetings. Often students being their lunch to this
area when the lounge becomes too crowded. To allow
smoking throughout this arena severely limits nonsmokers' ability to relax and enjoy their time in the
naugahyde.
We should obviously restrict cigarette smoking for
health reasons . Secondary smoke is known to cause
cancer. Additionally, some students are allergic to
smoke. It is curious that the administration is sensitive to
one student's paint allergies, yet does not recognize the
same health needs of students who are allergic to cigarette smoke.
Aside from legal and health reasons, there are also
aesthetic reasons which compel restricting the smoking

area. I did not choose Marshall-Wythe because I liked
the idea of going to school in a bus terminal. This is what
our lobby often resembles. Smoke often fIlls the lobby
to the point where one cannot see to the other side,
especially during exam time. While smokers are certainly not the only people who leave trash in the lobby,
the fIlled ashtrays and cigarette packages are noticeably
prevalent I can only imagine how unappealing this must
be to visitors and prospective students of our otherwise
esteemed law school. Finally, most of us don't care for
the smell of smoke and do not appreciate having it
infiltrate our clothing after a day at school (I like the
Green Leafe, but I don't want to always smell as if I have
just come from there).
I do not object to a smoker's right to smoke. I merely
think it should be restricted to a certain room, or other
space where the smoke would not intrude on others. I
personally do not think it is too great a burden to ask
smokers to go o utside when they smoke; however, I
concede that designating Room 239 or some other room
as a smoking room might be a more equitable alternative.
Smokers defInitely do have some rights, but the health,
legal , and aesthetic rights of non-smokers should be
paramount.

Elizabeth Dopp is a third-year student from AlexaJldria,
VA. She received a BA. in History from Duke University
in 1989. She had planned to eventually become a
prosecutor alld seek the dealh penalty for all smokers.
but !IOW figures thal they will kill themselves anyway.

Think twice before pushing a ban down smokers' throats
Jarrell Wright
When I learned that the anti-smoking movement at the
law school was seriously considering a drive to make the
entire building a non-smoking area I became so distressed that I simply had to have a cigarette.
Until a few years ago smoking was freely pennitted in
most college buildings . Then the Commonwealth of
Virginia passed the Indoor Clean Air Act and the Student
Association designated smoking and non-smoking areas
for all campus facilities. Under the present scheme all
parts of the law school, with the exception of the lobby,
are non-smoking areas.
For most smokers this arrangement has worked out
perfectly well. The lobby is roomy and comfortable, and
no one ever really had much of a desire to smoke
anywhere else. The only gripe we had was that there
never seemed to be enough ashtrays to go around.
Non-smokers, on the other hand, are not especially
fond of our smoking in the lobby, although they must
admit that it is an improvement over the days when we
could smoke just about wherever we wanted. Their
primary complaint is that the lobby is a major thoroughfare, so they have to walk through the drifting smoke any
time they need to get from one place to another.
The differences appear to be intractable. There seems
to be no way for one group to get what they want without
getting it at the otber group' s expense. We are not going
to stop smoking, and they have no interest in starting.
Therefore, the question becomes: How do we get
along with each other? Some have suggested that the
best way to do it is to completely ban smoking in the law
school. Bad idea.

First, such an action would be of questionable legality
under the Indoor Clean Air Act, which is in fact somewhat sympathetic to smokers.
Second, even if they could get away with imposing
such a ban, it wouldn't be fair. They would be asking us
- telling us actually - to give up quite a bit. Prolonged
abstinence makes smokers depressed and irritable, and
greatly impinges upon our ability to concentrate and
think effectively. In short, it makes us entirely unable to
cope with law school. They may argue that it would be
good for us to quit. We know that already. But that's our
choice - not theirs.
Finally, a ban on smoking at the law school would not
work. I don't think that non-smokers realize just how
addictive nicotine is - a few "no smoking" signs aren't
going to stop us, especially not during the stressful exam
season. If you think there are bad feelings between the
two groups now, just WID t and see what it will be like if
smoking is banned.
"Why can't you just go outside?" some might ask.
Why should we have to? Williamsburg is oppressively
hot in the summer, and more than a little bit chilly in the
winter. Spring and fall last about three days each.
Regardless of what season it is, it rains just about as often
as it doesn't. Come on. You've got to be kidding.
Maybe the answer is to move the smoking area to
another location, one less intrusive upon the sensibilities
of non-smokers . I agree completely. But where? The
lounge? The Moot Court Room? The Dean's OffIce?
1bink about it. Where is there another room in the law
school through which traffic does not pass, which is not
already devoted to another 'purpose, and which is even
slightly larger than a closet?
In sho~ the arrangement we have now is probably the
best we can manage. It is as fair as possible to both sides
of the issue. It gives both groups a reasonable margin of

comfort. Ours is not a perfect world - if it were then
smoking tobacco would build strong bones and teeth
instead of causing nasty incurable diseases.
Many non-smokers are dissatisfIed. Some have allergies, some are concerned with the cryptic specter of
"second-hand smoke," and some are simply averse to
seeing other people doing something that they personally
don't like.
The answer, however, is not to restrict smoking even
further. Let's be reasonable . The route to mutual
satisfaction is mutual respect To those who would take
the hardline approach, I would say this: We smokers are
among your colleagues and your friends, and you should
think twice before pushing a ban down our throats. There
are better ways. Speak up. If you mind someone else's
smoking, say so politely. You ' ll be surprised at the
result. Most of us will bend over backwards to blow
smoke in the otllCr direction, to move to another location
(if available), or even to put the offending butt out.
Common sense is another good idea. If someone is
smoking in the Iobby, don ' t sit next to him. ukewise, if
you want to smoke around non-smokers, ask before you
light up. Even those wbo would otherwise object might
reward your consideration with consent.
We all have our bad habits, and in one way or another
we show them off to each other every day of our lives. In
a place as ·small as the law school , these habits can
become especially annoying. In a community this size
we should place much more reliance on courtesy and
mutual respect than in rules, regulations, and zones .

Jarrell Wright is a third-year student from Beckley, W.
Va., who received a BA. in government from William
and Mary in 1989. He recognizes that smo/..:ing may
shorten his life, but he wants to take as many people as
possible with him.
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Does the honor code apply to legal ethics?
Kevin Kroner
A s m ost students know, all secondyears must take an Ethics examination
this pring. The exam tests the awardwinning Legal Ethics component of the
Legal Skills program. What some of you
may not know is that students are not
permitted to take the e. am in any area
other than the classroom or the smoking
room . The Legal Skills department has
chosen to exercise its option to restrict the
locations where the exam may be taken.
Since most students take their exams in
the classroom where they are administered, this piece of information is less than
earth-shattering. However, stop for a
moment and think of the irony. The
exam--which is supposed to measure our
ethical fitness to practice law-is not subject to the privileges granted in our Honor
Code. The current policy for all law
school exams is that time allotment and
place of administration be determined by
the individual professor. Each instructor
is free to allow students to take the exam
to other rooms, such as the library, or to
restrict students to the classroom.
Perhaps a survey of the policy in other
courses will better illustrate the irony.
Twenty-four faculty members will ad-

mini ster thirty-four exam this Spring ,
including Ethics. Eighteen of those faculty members told me they plan to permit
tudents to take the exam wherever they
\vish. Two faculty members said they had
not yet thought about an exam policy
because thi s is their first emester at
Marshall-Wythe. Two professors could
not be reached , but are known to have
permitted students to take exams elsewhere in the past. Two other professors
could not be reached and their policy is
unknown.
So, of the thirty-four exams this Spring
twenty-five will be administered under
policies allowing the full privileges of the
Honor Code. Two will likely be subject to
full privileges, and the policy for the remaining four is as yet undetermined. Only
the Ethics exam will be administered in a
tightly controlled environment.
I have not encountered a single member of the faculty who disapproves of
allowing a final exam to be taken away
from the classroom. None of the thirdyear students that 1 have spoken to can
remember a class--with the exception of
Ethics--where they were not allowed to
take the final exam wherever they wished.
I spoke with Professor Jim Moliterno
about the reason behind this policy. According to Moliterno, the decision is not
his to make, but rather is made by the

entire Legal Skills faculty , including graduate. I also accept the fac t that if I
teaching assistants. Molitemo said that cheat on the Ethics exam, I will be subject
while it was the consensus opinion of this to the disciplinary provisions of the Honor
staff that the exam be restricted to either Code. The reason I am willing to accept
the classroom or the smoking room, there this double threat is because it is part of
is not a strong commitment to this policy. the agreement I made by enrolling at
When I pressed him for the reason behind Marshall-Wythe. However, an equal part
the policy, Moliterno mentioned that the of that agreement was certain privileges
exam is modeled after the MPRE, which under the Honor Code.
is similarly restricted.
I am offended by the ironic message
This logic is unconvincing. The reason that the Legal Skills staff is sending. Our
that the MPRE is restricted to a single pledge of adherence to the Honor Code is
room is because it is not subject to an not trusted , but if we pass a multiple
Honor Code. Administering an Ethics choice exam, we are morally fit to pracexam which is similar to the MPRE will tice law. The final piece of irony is that
likely help many students, but an attempt Moliterno himself allowed his Evidence
create similar environments six to fifteen students to take their exams outside the
months before I will be taking the exam is classroom last semester.
of dubious value at best. While I appreciThere is something that we can do to
ate Moliterno's concern that Marshall- influence this policy. Moliterno told me
Wy1he students be prepared for the MPRE, that renewal of the policy has not been
I fail to see how I will be helped by being discussed by the Legal Skills staff yet.
forced to endure annoyances similar to Since the policy is the collective decision
those encountered while taking the MPRE of the entire staff, including teaching asin the midst of a full exam schedule, sistants, every first- and second-year stuparticularly when the MPRE is not ad- dent should make his opinion known to
ministered as a part of the regular July and his or her senior & junior partners. Let
February bar exams.
those who make the decision know how
I accept the fact that if I do not have you feel on this issue in your next small
enough knowledge of legal ethics--be- section meeting. Maybe we can enjoy
havior by a lawyer which is legally per- some of the privileges we believed we
missible or impermissible--I will fail the would gain as our part of the bargain in
exam and have to retake the class before I pledging to uphold the Honor Code.

Hank's World

Smoking Referendum: Students should do the right thing
Henry Lerner

herently unpleasant and unhealthy behav- right of driving a car. It all makes much
ior, while the second deals with smoking. more sense now, doesn't it?
Does anyone else see a problem with
Surprisingly enough, this argument in
this?
favor of reckless driving tends to be
Don't get me wrong, I would never frowned upon by most governments and
want to tread on the fundamental right of private citizens. The difference, of course,
my fellow students to spackle their lungs is that driving is a state-granted privilege,
with carcinogens, I just would prefer that while smoking is a god-given right, right?
they not do it in a place where I am forced The personal benefits that smokers receive
to inhale.
from releasing poisonous gasses into the
I know , I know: data on the harmful air are obviously so important that they
effects of second-hand smoke has not yet should not be subject to regulation.
been shown to be absolutely "coneluOh please.
sive." Smoking is such an important right
Even if smoking were some sort of
that, while most studies tend to show that right, it certainly is subject to restrictions
there is harm from exposure to second- to preserve the rights of others. Just like
hand smoke (like the recent one showing your right to swing your arms ends where
a 40% or greater chance of lung cancer my face begins, your right to exhale poiamong spouses of smokers), there should sonous gasses ends where my right to
be the fewest possible restrictions on the breathe begins.
practice until all of the surveys (including
To extend the driving example, once
those sponsored by the tobacco compa- you qualify for a drivers license you have
nies) show identical results.
the "right" to drive a car at 50 miles an
This type of argument can be strength- hour, but not the right to do it in a residenened by extending it into another forum. tial neighborhood where you might run
Recklessly driving your car into a six- into a six-year-old. Your "rights," such as
year-old at 50 miles per hour hasn't con- they are, are subject to regulation so that
elusively been shown to always cause they are not exercised in a forum that is
death or life threatening injury, therefore likely to cause harm to others.
the pPftice should beallowe? so .~ to not ., So wha!' s ,my point? Wep, as I said I

Hypothetical A: Small groups of students carrying spray bottles filled with
cyanide, formaldehyde, carbon monoxide and tar station themselves at strategic
points in the law school lobby. From
these posts they spray their concoction on
every student in the school several times
a day. Other students complain about
being subjected to attack by this toxic and
rather unpleasant mixture of chemicals.
Hypothetical B: Groups of students
smoking cigarettes spread themselves
across the law school lobby. From their
vantage points they are able to flll the
lobby with a veil of smoke containing
cyanide, formaldehyde, carbon monoxide and tar that every student must pass
through several times a day. Non-smokers
complain about being subjected to attack
by this toxic and rather unpleasant m.i;~ture
of chemicals.
What's the difference between the two
scenarios? In the first, protesting students
are hailed for protecting the health and
aesthetics of the school, while in the secol(? ,tl;1ey are told to pound s~d. WQy?
Because the first scenario deals ~ith, ip~ ..inf~~on.~~ .~~~or~~_ ~~p'o~~

~.o ?:t ~~t to ~~~jd!,~I?- thc ' ''rights'' 'of

smokers to kill themselves, I just would
like it restricted to areas where I am not
subject to the effects without express consent on my part.
I have no sympathy with students who
complain about one possible plan to restrict smoking to one of the entrance vestibules. They are the ones who are producing the smoke, let them breathe it.
Why does it make sense to allow them to
force the rest of us to inhale their smoke
when they feel that it would be unhealthy
and irritating for them to breathe it?
Personally, I would be in favor of an
option that removes smokers from the
inside of the school altogether. ot that I
have any overwhelming desire to see them
huddling together in the cold and the rain
to get their fix , but heck, maybe putting
them to some inconvenience will alert
them to what their habits do to the rest of
us.
In short, I am gently suggesting that
when it comes time for the vote on whether
or not to impose further restrictions on
smoking at the law school, you carefully
balance the right to breathe clean air against
the right to douse other people with cyanide, fonnaIdehyde, carbon monoxide and
tar, and do what seems tq Pc the right
thing. "
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Exam period reveals creativity of desperate law students
By RICHARD A. muCIK

unique way to fight it A male
Welcome back Marshall- swdent entered one of the library
Wythe! With a new semester, typing carrels and proceeded to
hope springs eternal for better . cover the window with paper so
grades and more parking spaces. as to block out distracti.CIlS. Later,
Now is the time to look back on a female student entered the same
some of the sights and sounds of room for a "small group" study
another truly memorable exam session. Sooo after, both emerged
period.
with huge grins and headed for
Nothing compares to the look the lobby for a well earned
on the faces of fIrst years as they cigarette break.
left their first exam. Many
Not all handled the stress so
emerged with the blank stare of a well. Violence broke out in the
deer caught in headlights. The lobby during one late night study
same expressions were spotted session. A certain first year tried
on many faces as the lL's tostealsome~~oroeredbya
stumbled down the stairs after stress-crazed study group. Just
checking the Wailing Wall. Just as divers learn to avoid a shark
think, you ooly have to go through feeding frenzy, so too did this
this 5 more times! Welcome to fIrst year, who emerged with
law school.
several broken bones and a bite
Exam stress gets to all, and on the end of his nose.
two students here found a rather
Speaking of adding to exam

stress, a special thanks goes out
to the Administration for keeping the doors locked on the first
Saturday of exam period until
8:40 a.m. Just as the mob was
about to storm in with battering
rams and flamethrowers, Professor Gerhardt came to the rescue.
He' quickly opened the doors and
saved the day. Just one comment
though--someone should tell
Mike its OK to sleep in on Saturdays!
There is nothing like having a
job lined up for after graduation
to take the pressure off exam
taking. This was best demonstrated by an unnamed 3L who,
two hours into one of Professor
Alces ' infamous four hour
marathons, turned in the
bluebooks with the comment,
"Hey, I already have a job!"

I was also pleased to note that
many lL's took advantage of the
study tips I offered in a previous
issue. I observed numerous students preventing others from
studying (Titus maxim) and the
Health Center reported many serious self-inflicted wounds .
Good job!
No discussion of exam period
would be complete without a list
of some actual exam answers . I
swear these are real!
When asked to distinguish
between two doctrines of law
one student, after a brief discussion of the first doctrine, wrote:
"Under the second doctrine, the
answer would be different."
The Trusts and Estates exam
was not without its own book
award material. The question
asked to discuss the Smith case.

The well crafted answer simply
stated, "a leading Trust & Estates case." Asked to describe
the effects of the English Statute
of Wills, one 2L answered. "it
had a lot of effect on people who
were dying."
Far and away the best preface
to an exam was turned in by ~
anooymoos 2L woo added, ''Dear
Professor: Having mistaken a 10
question exam with 3 subparts
for a 30 question exam with three
sub parts, in my rush for time
many of my answers will be incoherent. I'm not sure it makes
any difference."
Makes you feel a lot better
about your own exam answers,
doesn't it? TIle next exam period
is tight years away and we have
all new courses to get stressed
out about. Ain't life grand?

Ask Miss Demeanor
By MISS DEMEANOR
Welcome back Happy Students! How
wonderful it is to walk along the hallowed
halls of Marshall-Wythe and see your
smiling faces, refreshed from winter
break's warm visits with family and
friends, yearning to delve into another
semester of legal enrichment culminating
in yet another engaging series of legal
exams. For you first ye-.ars, I'm certain
that your families found hours of enjoyment on your endless tales of standing,
springing executory interests, trespass on
the case and the like. J can only imagine
the pride that wells within them as they
relate to friends and neighbors your
dauntless struggles with the promises
grounded in the past and the treacherous
mailbox rule.
J would also like to take a moment to
congratulate all of the Happy Students in
the Second year class for having passed
the half-way point in their careers at
Marshall-Wythe. You've definitely invested too much now to even think about
trying another career.
As to you third years--for whom I'm
certain the upcoming semester brings
thought of your approaching graduation-I am afraid 1 must apologize. It is with
deep regret that 1 must inform you that J
will not be able to speak at your commencement ceremony this may, as 1 have
already made a previous commitment. I
would like to say, however, that I am truly
flattered to be ninety-second on your list
and I am truly sorry--as I'm sure the
previous ninety-one invit,ees were--that 1
cannot attend In looking at your remaining
choices though, I'm certain you will find
an avai1able speaker. Not only do I imagine
that Mr. lzuzu is available, but I understand that Mr. Wilder has freed-up his
schedule as of late, and it could very well
be that Mr. Barry will 1be released, er,
available, in early May.
Well, with that unpleasant note behind
us, let's turn now to the Happy Student's
etiquette queries:

insensitivity demonstrated by some of sheet to fwd the grade marked "highest"
my classmates in their reactions to or " book award" and then follow the line
posted grades. Many of us are receiv- back across to the corresponding social
ing grades which are lower than any we security number with your eyes. At this
ever have in our academic careers, point, you simply walk up in front of the
simply becanse we are now being graded celebrants, place your index fmger at the
among a smaller, more elite group. This, beginning of the number, run it slowly
coupled with the dreary job prospects across to the "high A", smile quietly, and
that will depend on what we try to walkaway.
convince ourselves are simply random
Another good tactic is to volunteer for
numbers, is damaging enough to our a job in the library. There you'll have the
self-esteem and motivation for second opportunity to match the face, name and
semester, without other members of social security number of every student
our class coming upstairs while we're checking out a book. in only a matter of
standing there being devastated and weeks you'll be able to list the names and
hooting and high-fiving and the like. I grades of most of your classmates, and
mean, why do they have to post grade possibly even publish a list of projected
publicly anyway? I know they're sup- class ranks.
In any event, 085, don't worry so much
posed to be anonymous and all, but
whenever anyone gets an "A", or worse about a C- in Property. The B+ in Civ Pro
yet, a ''C-" in Property (like I did), they is bound to help and besides, law school
check that corresponding number in grades are in no way a measure of your
all the other classes, get all of that value as a human being. They simply
person's grades, and then try to rlgure determine whether or not you'll be ofout who it is. It's just mean, nasty fered employment.
competitiveness and evil curiosity and
these people don't kno~' (although Dear Miss Demeanor,
As a third year student who wasn 't
they'd like to) who they're hurting.
in the first or second group at regissigned "Anonymous"
tration, many of my class-time hours
are now shared with second years. I
Dear 085-38-6932,
First of all, let me say that were you to don't begrudge them that, and I've even
employ more precise and less meandering gotten over the fact that my grades will
sentences, you might not encounter this reflect the fact that they are all still
problem. Regardless of that though, your desperately jockeying for class-rank
problem is a common one. I understand position while Ijust w'ant to get out of
your feelings towards those who publicly here and pass the bar. My problem
celebrate the good fortune the Gods of arises because so many of them feel the
Tort Law have randomJy bestowed upon need to pontificate. They go on and on
them. Please realize that much of this about little tangential twists and irrelbehavior is spontaneous, and the overly- evant issues that appear to give them
Happy Students simply have not had the interest until it's almost like relhing
opportunity to consider the feelings of first year classes with Neil Robinson.
those viewing the Wailing Wall with less For the most part they offer nothing to
reason for enthusiasm. In fact, it seems the class save their personal enjoyment
that many of the Happy Students who in bearing themsebes "intelligently"
have reason to celebrate have never had argue in a room full of trapped listenan opportunity to consider the feelings of ers. Sometimes I get so frustrated, I
just want to buy a gun and kill these
those around them.
Do not be dismayed, though. One way little self-important bastards, but I reto attain a small bit of personal satisfac- -alize that if I'm convicted before the
Dear Miss Demeanor,
My question concerns the sadistic tion is to quickly glance at the grading end of June, I'll have to make a note of

it on my bar application. What should
I do?
signed "Fed-up 3L"
Dear " F.V."
FlISt and foremost, please do nct. engage

in any purchases that may involve a
mandatory waiting periods. I know the
situation seems desperate now, but soon
you will have an opportunity to look back
and reflect on how silly it all was. Remember trying to write-on to law review?
Good manners and proper etiquette often
serve to provide us with a brief "cooling
off' period, during which we can make
calculated decisions rather than rash ones
which could possibly maim or offend.
l nfortunately, there are few ways that
you can deal with this common problem
that do not require an inordinate amount
of planning and effort, and it is obvious to
me that you are aware of how important it
is for a 3L to conserve his or her energy.
Your most efficient form of action here is
simply to resign yourself to a simple,
unchangea ble fact: Sophomores are
sophomoric.
The next time the annoying habits of
second years who haye yet to shed that
last layer of obnoxious power-tool mentality threatento drive you to the brink of
Geekicide, remind yourself of this:
someone else' s outline will get you a C
and a 2.0 "ill get you a J.D. 1benjust start
thinking of your first year Con Law class
and drift gently off to sleep.
Confidential 10 "Hopeless"
\\'hether or not, upon graduation, you
can have your unemployment checks sent
directly to your student loan lender sounds
like a procedural question for Sue Groyer,
or possibly Marshall-Wythe's recent acquisition and Debtor-Creditor guru, Profes-or Alces .
Questions for Miss Demeanor should
be placed in the Amicus Curiae hanging
file. The editors will make certain thai she
gets them. Letters can be anonymous, and
will remain that way unless she figures
our who you are.
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Life After Law School

Tips for starting your own legal practice on a shoestring.
By DAVID ZIEMER
Midwestern Co",espondent
Hello again from the great beyond I
hope y ' all had a lovely vacation and a
painless Christmas. r d wish a painless
Hanukkah as well, but in this great land of
ours where there are no established religions, that holiday was over long before
the vacation started I used to wish people
a "merry" Christmas, but I was young
then. Now, as long as I can finish shopping in six hours, have only two fights
\\'ith my sister, and avoid seeing certain
relatives more than once, I consider the
holiday season a smashing success.
Anyway, I figured it was about time to
write a column that could actually be of
use to future over-educated unemployment
statistics. While this column will be of
special interest to third years, you underclassmen may find these tips useful too,
especially if Bush is re-elected
I assume many of you interviewed while
you were home for the holidays . Interviewed, that is, with a bunch of firms who
the very idea of working for would have
made your flesh crawl when you began
law school. Finns with a bunch of thirdrate ambulance chasers from third-rate
schools. There you were though, kissing
the butts of those pathetic mediocrities
and telling them how fascinating their

banal careers sound to you.
could tear down the bar and widen the aU your booze on credit cards, save the
But I'm not writing to complain of the road, but a bunch of us got together and receipts, and deduct them as necessary
gross injustice of living in a world run by had it declared an historic landmark. Of business expenses. \Vhen some otherthe pettiest bourgeoisie ever assembled in course, they had to widen the road over wise unemployable bean-counter from the
human history. I'm writing to tell you the Indian burial grounds across the street IRS audits you and says " What's this?
what to do when you discover-after but, hey otherwise we would have had to FIfty bucks for booze !" you just tell them
swallowing all pride and plunging your ftnd a new place to drink. But I'm digress- you picked up two new clients that night,
dreams down a toilet-that the aforemen- ing here, or is it devol ving? No matter, if whether you did or not. If this sounds
tioned intelleclUal toads won ' t give you a you have a problem with de-evolution I unethical to you, I seriously suggest you
job anyway, despite your noble conde- suggest you kill yourself now because it's reevaluate exactl y what it is you ' re
learning at Marshall-Wythe.
all downhill from here.
ScensIOn.
The real key is selecting the best bar.
Once you' ve selected a nice tavern, go
When all hope of a legal career seems
lost, here's what to do: Find yourself a there frequently, drink as much as you can So go out, visit as many as you can, and
tavern. Not a ri tzy place where everyone while still passing as an educated profes- find one that you won' t mind using as a
already either has a lawyer or is a lawyer, sional, and before you know it, you' l! substitute for your home or your life. And
but not a dive where no one can pay you have a client base. I was practicing law for don't be silly. Make sure there are plenty
either. My own choice was a bar called almost three months before I got a client of attractive members of the opposite sex.
the Silver Spring House. It's a basic who had no cormection to the Silver Spring After a long night of working hard, you
suburban bar, with better regulars and House. I represent all the regulars, bar- don't want to go home alone. You know
bartenders, more attractive waitrons, and tenders, cooks, waitrons, their significant what they say about all work and no play.
a fme, rustic, turn-of-the-century decor.
others, friends, relatives, etc. It's a
One fmal cautionary note: lf you fmd
For a touch of history, this used to be booming practice. Some bars have a yourself passing out business cards that
the bar where AI Capone would stop en house band, this one has a house lawyer. say you specialize in DUIs at last call, you
route to his hideaway in Wisconsin's North Hey, it's how the Grateful Dead got started have become pathetic. Take your three
Woods. One of my clients actually lived and look at them now--old, brain-dead, years of law school as wasted experience
in the apartment above the bar where, and fllthy rich. Who could ask for more? and find a new profession.
according to legend, Capone caught
You also get lots of free drinks and
Until next time, y' all take care. If you
syphilis from one of his own working food. And if you can ' t afford a regular happen to roll up this way, stop by the
girls and subsequently died. And you office, you can just set up a temporary one Silver Spring House. If I'm not there, I' ve
thought history was boring!
at the back bar after the lunch rush. But just stepped out of the office for a minute,
Back in 1985, the county tried to ex- remember this above all: even those drinks or until the DTs kick in again. Ether way,
ercise its eminent domain powers so they you pay for are tax deductible! Just buy I'll be back soon.

Collect them all! This week: the tattooed of Marshall-Wythe!

More clip 'n' save Marshall-Wythe trading cards

Lance High
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Marcus accepts permanent position at M-W

Postal Service plans stamp to honor T he King

On January 13, Dean Sullivan announced that Professor Paul Marcus accepted an
offer to join the faculty of Marshall-\\"ythe. Marcus is bas been the yisiting R. Hugh
and olie A. Ha)nes professor for the 1991 ·92 academic year. When congratulated,
Marcus said, "my family and I are pleased."
His dynamic teaching style and evident concern for students haye made Marcus a
popular professor at M-W. The scramble of second and third year students signing up
for Marcus ' s criminal and entertainment law classes demonstrates that many students
know of his outstanding teaching abilities. When his criminal law class over·enrolled
during pre-regi stration, Marcus authorized a larger section to enable all interested
students to enrolL

At a press conference on January 9, Postmaster General Anthon.· Frank announced
plans for an avis Presley commerorative stamp. Despite continuing reports of a'1S
sightings in supennarkets and fast food restaurants , the Postal Sen'ice ha taken the
position that The King is dead. Only dead people may appear on C.S. stamps.
In an unusual move, Frank said members of the public will be able to vote on the
design of the stamp. The Postal Sen·ice plans to distribute 3 million postcards with four
potential designs in an effort to determine just how the American public wishes to see
The King portrayed.
While there has been some public opposition to the idea of a Presley stamp, due
largely to the fact that his death was attributed to a drug overdose, Frank feels that avis '
significant contributions to American culture should be recognized. "After all ," said
Frank, "it was a legal overdose, as opposed to an illegal overdose ."

-Heather Sue Ramsey

Teams selected for Trial Competition
A committee composed of Trial Advocacy professors Fred Lederer and Walter
Felton, and Moot Court Chief Justice Robert Bryant, has announced the selection of
two teams to represent Marshall-Wythe at this year' s National Trial Competition.
Members of the teams are Stephanie Cangin, Bobby Carll , William De an , Jason
Dodd, Brian Fusione and Scott Zimmerman.
Two teams of three members each will compete against other area schools in the
regional competition on February 7-9 in Norfolk. Finals for the national competition
will be held in San Antonio, Texas on March 23-25. The competition is sponsored by
the Texas Young Lawyers Association, the American Trial Attorneys Association and
the ABA.
Both teams will prepare to try a case involving a sexual barrassment charge brought
against a mythical university. Tom Woodward, a practicing attorney in Suffolk and
adjunct member of the Trial Advocacy faculty, will help prepare th~ teams for next
month's competition.

An MPRE application for your Valentine?
The next administration of the Multistate Professional Responsibility E",amination
(MPRE) will be Friday, March 13. Applications for the test are due by February 14.
Registration packets are available from liz Jackson in Room 107.
Although Virgjuia and Maryland do not require the MPRE for admission to the bar,
a number of neighboring jurisdictions do. Students planning to take either of these bars
and then waive into the D.C. bar should be aware that the District requires a passing
score on the MPRE
A listing of those states requiring the MPRE for admission to the bar is posted on
the administrative bulletin board in the back hallway leading to the hanging mes. The
exam will also be administered on August 14, after the regular state bar and multistate
exams.
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445 Merrimac Trail next to Farm Fresh

Kelly Barrett

J[

Though she's never been there,
Kelly's heart is in Ireland, the land
of her forbearers. After a drunken
evening at Paul's with fellow
Irishman Bill Rtzpatrick, getting
match ing shamrock tatoos
sounded like a good idea. "/t's all
kind of blur for me now," says
Kelly of the evening , "but I do
remember that there are some
neighborhoods around the Naval
II d 't
· N rf Ik I h t I
base In
a a
a rea y on
want to visit again."
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Lance knew he wanted to be an
attorney for a large corporate
firm from the time he was five
years old. His driving ambition
explains why the dual JD-MBA
student choses to display his
undying loyalty to his undergraduate school only to those
who know him well enough to
see his calf. Although Lance
thinks W illiam and Mary is a fine
school, he's decided agal'nst
getting a Tribe tatoo for the other
calf, as a protest against the
,d.eplo[able,parking conditions.
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I The art'stic
I
rose em blazo ned on h·IS
I upper arm reveals the more sensiI tive side of LLM. student Joe
I Townsend. Joe got his tatoo on a
I drun ken f ur Iough'In New Orteans
I during his service in the Air Force,
and had to spend the remainder of
I his military career wearing long
I sleeves. Though some acq uainI tances see the t.atoo as evidence of
I a kinder, gentler Joe, he's studving
$'"

tax at M-W in the hope of landing a

I
I
I
I

John Lohmann
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A surfer-dude wanna-be, John
thought he was getting a Town
and Country Surf Design logo
indelibly inscribed. It was only
after the design had been completed that John Ie<:med he would
forever cany a replica of the Chinese Ying and Yang on his
shoulder. Always the optimist,
J h
'II b I·
tt'
h
0 n stl
e leves ge 109 t e
1~
aI able expenence.
.
alOO was a v u
"If
h
beaches ..rih
you ang out on
nlu I
lots of undergrad girls, you almost
n~ver find "on~ that knows the
difference, . satd JohA_

I position with the Intemal Revenue
I Service . -They may not do the
I goose step," says Joe, "but working I
'J Jor.the IRS is abQUt as close' as you
, not.to ·~"'·I nn. ,a. ...........,. W1·. ++-~t 1 .. :1,.--,. ... . ' .. , "
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Dancing about architecture:

Another Useless Top Ten List to Wind Up 1991
By KEVIN WALSH
I won ' t pretend to understand the musical importance of 1991. I won't even
pretend that these albums somehow embody the spirit of 1991. Because oflimited time and money, I haven't even gotten close to hearing a majority of the
albums released this year, so I can't pretend that the following list includes all of
those albums . Instead, these are the albums that I liked to listen to.
Thanks to David Letterman, Top Ten
Lists have proliferated beyond any point
of usefulness and anybody who can count
to ten can, and too often does , make one
(Note to Greg Brummett Don' t take this
personally). With that said, and, armed
with my ability to enumerate, here are my
Top 10 (really 9) albums of 1991.

of loss and desperation.
Much has been made of lead singer
Michael Stipe's new powers of enunciation, but did that really make it much
easier to understand songs like "Belong"
or "Country Feedback" ? No, and that's
the beauty of it REM has made it to the
big time without losing the sense of mystery that made their early work so intriguing. Out of Time (with their first album
Murmur) ranks as REM ' s greatest work
and, as amazing as it is for a band that
keeps - incredibly - topping itself, leaves
no doubt that the best is yet to come.

4. Mar.;hall Crenshaw-Life's Too Slwrl
: More than any other songwriter I know
of, Marshall Crenshaw-to an extent I find
hard to express--connects with something
in me. Slightly out of date, but relevant,
1. Trash Can Sinatras-Cake : The debut he is not Bob Dylan. You won't fmd a lot
album by these Scottish lads combined of overt philosophizing in Crenshaw ' s
the best of the Housemartins, the Smiths songs, but his generally upbeat 50s and
and early Aztec Camera while somehow 60s-styled pop often belies some of the
managing 'to remain fresh. ~pite over- most mature, sensitive songwriting happroduction on some tracks, Cake proved pening today.
the Trash Can Sinatras to be the best
Life'S Too Short finds Crenshaw
jangle-pop band since jangle-pop was cranking up the guitars without losing any
declared dead sometime in the mid-80s. of the melodies that made him so great in
Cryptic " poetic" lyrics bedded in decep- the first place. Effortlessly, he invests
tively simple circular acoustic guitar ar- even relatively slight songs like "Fantasrangements in songs like " Obscuri ty tic Planet of Love" and "Delilah" with a
Knocks" and "Only Tongues Can TeU " degree of authentic emotion lacking in
prove that the Trash Can Sinatras are one most music today. On his more substanof the bands from the Class of 1991 to tial songs, like this album's masterpiece
watch, especially since they've proven "Wa1kin' Around", Crenshaw approaches
that they don 't need to rely on dance beats something like grandeur in his depiction
of two lovers enjoying what they both
to keep things interesting.
know might be their last day together.
2. Graham Parker-Struck By Lightning This kind of elegance begs for a wider
In a year when Elvis Costello seemed to audience.
bog down in his own complexity, Graham
Parker released the record that Elvis 5. Jellyfish-BeUybutton : I was lucky
Costello should have. Occasionally enough to fmd a used copy of Bellybutton
wordy, but sonically simple, Struck By containing none of the packaging that
Lightning was an adult My Aim Is True, came with the album--no lyrics, no track
reflecting on lost youth ("Strong Winds", listing, no booklet--just a funny purple
" When I Was King"), parenthood ("The and green CD. It cost me $3 and,dollar for
Kid With The Butterfly Net", "A Brand dollar, it was the best entertainment value
New Book", "Children and Dogs"), and I got all year. I had consciously avoided
hqJe ('Ten Girls Ago", "The Sun Is Goona Jellyfish because their videos (cliched
Shine Again"), without losing his sarcas- psychedelia) and their image (70s polytic edge ("Weeping Statutes") or his sense ester/Salvation Army) put me otT so much.
of humor ("They Murdered The Clown"). Mining the same pop vein as McCartney
Recording with a trio, only occasionally did with Wings and sounding like a loose
embellished by harmonica or an organ, XTC, Jell yfIsh are one of 1991's delights.
Parker proved that rock ' s redemptive Songs like ''That Is Why" and "Calling
powers are not confmed to the young.
Sarah" provided the perfect summer
soundtrack, tuneful and fun, sunny with3. REM-Out o/Time : REM ' s 7th album out being inconsequential . "Baby's
begins "Hey .. J can' t find nuttin' on the Coming Back", with it's note-perfect
radio" and then sets out to remedy that Partridge Family rip-off organ coda, is
problem. Though radio repetition has one of the best pop songs of the 90s so far,
blunted the flat-out strangeness of hear- while "I Wauna Stay Home", a song about
ing the mandolin-heavy "Losing My Re- longing which never lapses into easy
ligion", not to mention the waltz-time sentimentality, proves that there just might
intro and ... well, the whole damn song be more to Jellyfish than those stupid hats
"Shiny Happy People" , OUi of Time was and striped flared pants.
an essentially acoustic, essentially weird,
collection of love songs, nothing but love 6. Crowded House- Wood/ace : After a
songs. Single lyrical lines, like "It's crazy dark and disappointing second album,
what we could have had" and "You and Crowded House returns to form on
me, we know about time", withont being Woodface, with the addition of lead singer
obvious, speak eloquently and beautifully and songwriter Neil Finn' s brother Tini
.'.

t

(who, unfortunately, has since left the
band). With such a great collection of
songs, it's hard to understand why the fust
single was the boring near-despicable,
anti-U. S . drone " Chocolate Cake" and
why the beautiful hymn-like " She Goes
00" was never released as a single. Is
somebody on the inside trying to sabotage
the band?
It would be hard to sabotage such a
gorgeous group of songs, where even a
throwaway, like " Italian Plastic" , has a
certain " Yellow Submarine" charm to
recommend it. The best of these songs
(" It's Only Natural", ''Weather With You",
"Four Seasons In One Day" ) could be
included in a course on how to write songs
in a post-Beatles universe, while the others
careen from pseudo-punkish energy ("Tall
Trees") to Cole Porter-ish lounge lethargy
(" All I Ask") with impressive poise. One
more album like this would establish
Crowded House as a modern force to be
reckoned with.

about that line is how quickly you find
yourself singing along. Love song or
tuneful political tract, Bragg continues to
bring passion and, most welcome, a sense
of the fun of rock and roll .

9. Teenage FancIub-Bandwogonesque :
The fact that this album was SPIN's best
album of 1991 almost kept it off this list,
but after about 30 or 50 listenings and a
Rolling Slone review that gave it a measly
and undeserved one and a half stars, I was
won over. Teenage Fanclub sounds like .
Paul Westerberg leading the Beach Boys
playing Alex Chilton and it is a match
made in College Radio Heaven. The
songs are rhythmic without being relentless and melodic without being sugary.
On songs like "The Concept" and
"Guiding Star", Teenage FancIub creates
songs that, inexplicably, sound right upon
first hearing them. The notes just follow
correctly. " Starsign", their first single,
sounds like the Byrds-on-speed (wait, the
Byrds probably were on speed), and mocks
peoplewho lack the ability to accept life's
mysteries for just that--mysteries. With
the ~Il ccess of Nirvana, it doesn't seem as ./
impossible anymore that a band like
Teenage FancIub could become a huge
success in the coming year.

7. G. W. MacLennan- Wate1'$hed: For a
while, G .W . MacLennan 's old band , the
Go-Betweens, were one of those bands
that you were supposed to like, but when
I bought one of their albums, it was a huge
disappointment. What a pleasant surprise
then to hear Watershed, as unpretentious
a collection of pop tunes as I heard all 10. An AJbum Released in 1991 That I
year. Though some of the songs have an Haven't Heard Yet-Because this always
unfinished quality to them--especially happens and because I don't think any
lyrically--that almost adds to the album's other albums deserve to make this esappeal . With the same easy-going vocal teemed list, I'll leave Number 10 open.
style as Australia's Paul Kelly ,
. MacLennan sings songs of resignation Other albums I liked this year included:
':and hope, like "Easy Come, Easy Go" and The Las, The Las; Southside Johnny and
"Putting The Wheels Back On". He the Asbury Jukes, Better Days; Robyn
manages to invest a relatively simple Hitchcock and the Egyptians, Perspex
country kiss-off song like "Just Get That Island; John Wesley Harding, The Name
Straight" with a certain amount of sensi- Above The Title; Material Issue,lntertivity and dignity, when he sings "How do national Pop Overthrow;Los Lobos, The
you tell someone that it's over?/ How do Neighborhood; Chris Stamey and Peter
you soften that cruel blow?" And as he Holsapple, Mavericks ; The Commit.sings on "Stones For You", "Simple, yes, ments Soundtrack.
but never easy."

8. Billy Bragg-Don't Try This At Home:
1991 found Billy Bragg at the pinnacle of
his powers as a songwriter and, it seemed,
enjoying himself. Despite a few ponderous tracks, Don't Try This Al Home s\\'IDgs
with the best of them. Bragg wrote this
record from a dizzying array of viewpoints, including a victim of AIDS or
maybe a pregnant single mother ("Trust'),
an American soldier in World War II
("Everywhere") and, of course, a jilted
lover (''You Woke Up My eighbothood",
"Mother of the Bride").
Aurally, the album is almost as schizophrenic, from the warm acoustic meditations ("Tank Park Salute") to Clash-like
rockers ("North Sea Bubble") to synthesized, dark Euro-pop ("Cindy of a Thousand lives"). In the album's best song,
"Sexuality", Bragg pokes fun at himself
and at rock stars in general but still manages to get his point across in the end "Safe sex doesn't mean no sex / Just use
your imagination." The weirdest thing

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
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JFK Regardless of your feelings, it's a good movie
ByR. L. Clay
JFK is a controversial film. It
is well written, acted and directed,
but above all it is intended to
make you question the actions of
the our government. I like it!
Never before has there been
the type of advance interest and
publicity that the movie JFKhas
received. The talk is not about its
acting, or the cost associated with
its making, or its special effects,
the attention is directed at the
veracity of what it offers as truth.
Some in politics and the mass
media have called Oliver Stone a
traitor to his country for making
this fUm, threatened lawsuits and
mentioned trying to ban its release. Others have cheered his

courage and been inspired to ing Joe Pesci, Robert Mitchum,
press Congress to open classi- Sissy Spacek, Tommy Lee Jones
fied fUes. No,JFK is not a typical and Donald Sutherland. The act·
movie. This film addresses one ing, as would be expected from
of the great debates in }\merican such a group, is very good. The
history and tells the audience most memorable efforts are by
"Your government lied" .
Costner, portraying an idealistic,
Oliver Stone directed this fIlm somewhat obsessive individual
about the assassination of Presi- who is a hopeless underdog, and
dent John F. Kennedy. It follows Pesci , who portrays a pen'er e,
the efforts of a Louisiana District deranged mercenary.
Attorney who dedicates himself
One of the particularly interand his office to uncovering the esting angles to this film is the
truth about the incident. The fact that names we all know are
audience becomes a witness to threads which run through the
the uncovering and fitting to- film. Names like Lyndon Johngether of intricate puzzle pieces. son, Earl Warren , 1. Edgar
Keyin Costner plays the lead Hoover and Arlan Spectre figure
and is joined by a large cast of prominently in the tapestry of
distinguished thespians includ- the movie and in some cases arl!

cast in a light different than that Spacek plays a Southern upper
in which we are normally accus- middle class housewife who becomes sympathetic to the ci yil
tomed to seeing them.
This film is long, oyer three rights movement through her rehours, but it is extremely grip- lationship with "the maid" . The
ping. You will have no problems maid is masterfully portrayed by
remaining in your seat for the Whoopi Goldberg (one of my
duration, but I would suggest personal favorites).
staying away from the large Mississippi Burning - \\,illam
drinks. JFK can be seen \\ith one DeFoe and Gene Hackman inof two objectives, to entertain, or vestigate the murder of members
to inform. It is successful on both of the civil rights movement in a
grounds, though I wouldn' t use it Southern town.
as a sole source of information. King - A somewhat pollyannish
***********
view of King's life, this film is
The video topic for this issue nevertheless a wonderful epic
is Chil Rights in commemora- that chronicles the major
tion of Martin Luther King, achievements of King' s philosophy for societal change, aggresJr.
The Long Walk Home -Sissy siye non-violence, a la Ghandi .

Double Vision video reviews

Recent releases can enhance winter doldrums or provide escape
By Steve Schofield
and Michael Reynolds
The Doors - R( 1991; directed by Oliver
Stone; starring Val Kilmer, Meg Ryan)
The life and times of Jim Morrison, the
lizard king, are chronicled in this visually
spectacular fIlm. As lead singer and chief
poet for a psychedelic rock group,
Morrison rises from modest creative beginnings in the early sixties to become a
counter-culture superstar. His hard living, drugging and drinking lead to a
physical deterioration and premature
death.
This fIlm is difficult to review in that it
was extremely well shot and produced,
yet the story is merely scenes from

Morrison's life which seemingly prove he Hudson Hawk - R( 1991; starring Bruce
was loutish, abusive, and somewhat in- Willis, Danny Aiello, ..<\ndie McDowall)
sane. In other words it was pretty to look
Willis plays the world's greatest cat
at but hard to watch. Kilmer does a good burglar in this fast-paced action comedy.
job of portra)ing 10rrison, but the life Immediately after getting out of jail, the
depicted is unglamorous and often de- "Hudson Hawk" is drawn into an international plot to steal several Da inci works.
presslllg.
This is in stark contrast to the wonder- He becomes an unwitting pawn in the
ful music and cinematography. If you're hands of a group consisting of the mafia,
not a fan of the Doors or Morrison then CIA, some multinational industrialists,
this film is definitely not for you. It and of course the atican.
OK, despiLe what you may have heard,
certainly does lose some of its visual
impact on video, but with a stereo VCR this movie is fairly entertaining if watched
the music still has a punch. We can only ill tile right frame of mind. If you can get
really recommend it for Door;: fan,,', it i~ pa~t the .:tupid stnirk on \ illi"' ,, foe<> nnd
not a fun, uplifting rock film (go rent an allow yourself to view this \ike a Roadrunner-Coyote cartoon, there are a lot of
Elvis movie instead).

Besides, whatever happened to the right
to clean air?
Jessica Lynch, 3L
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"Lighten up, r-rancis!'

Good Music
Great Prices

tique of this option, benches will be provided, and possibly tinted glass, to create (Editor's /lote: Jessica Lynch is a member
a comfortable lounge. Maybe even a ofthe committee fonned by E1izQbeth Dopp
plant will be donated, although no doubt it to amend the current smoking policy in
will not live long due to secondary smoke the law school. The Crossfire Articles
effects and the leaving of cigarette ashes referred to are reprinted on page 8.)
and butts in its planter. The vestibule is
the next best thing to asking the smokers MERGER, from page 2
to smoke outside, which is not an option at
this time.
chose the person it felt most qualified to
The lobby corner option is an absurdity fill the position. That person is Jennifer
because it takes all of the evils of smoking Click.
and the problems of the current policy and
The Publications Council neither manconcentrates them in the section of the dated that The Amicus staff follow Ms.
lobby right outside the administrative Oick to her new position nor directed Ms.
offices. Adopting this option will create Oick to use The Amicus masthead along
enforcement difficulties (if not impossi- with The AdvocaJe's name. Furthermore,
bilities) and will not better the situation as no rule or regulation promulgated by the
nonsmokers still will not be able to avoid Council prohibits the existence of two law
the smoke. Because barriers will not be school newspapers.
erected around the smoking section,
The fact that we now have only one
smoke, and some smokers, will drift into newspaper is the result of how our "wonnonsmoking areas.
derful capitalistic world" operates. The
In voting on the referendum, keep in competition that Mr. Lerner desires is in
mind that no one is persecuting smokers the hands of the journalists within the law
(but see Jarrell Wright's "Crossfire," school; if another voice seeks to be heard,
Amicus Curiae, Sept. 18,1992) and that it is certainly free to speak.
the vestibule option offers a reasonable
Paula Sinozich, 3L
compromise between diametrically opPublications Council
posed interests.
Representative

_

SMOKE, from page 2

very funny moments. Some jokes do fall
flat and the story gets complicated and
silly, but it is not meant to be serious.
Whereas many absurd action comedies
try to be realistic, this film has no such
pretensions to even try.
The villains are particularly furrny in
their own psychotic way and sometimes
steal the show . Added bonuses are the
plenty of explosions, fights, chases, and
Andie McDowall. If you enjoy the Three
Stooges or the Marx Brother you will
probably like this . To all the previous
critics who savaged this movie we say,

,
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The Back Row Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Firearm
owners' org.
4 Safety agcy.
8 Atlanta arena
12 Actor Clint
14 Invasion
15 Island of exi1e (2 wds.)
16 - Domini
17 Grain
18 Of an era
20 - Kapital
23 Layer of
tissue
24 Use again
28 Anatomical
networks
31 Mrs. in
Madrid
32 Dance
costume
34 Pack away
35 - versa
37 Chemist's
burner
39 From - - Z
40 Garden
flower

42
44
46
47
50

- glands
Support
Rowing tool
Live together
Horse
directives
54 Slept like -

55 Carved spout
58 - qua non
59 Most
important
60 Playthings
61 Sweet
potatoes
62 Occupied a
bench

DOWN
1 Loch monster
2 Appraise
3 Tennis player
Arthur 4 Wise bird
5 Wooden tub
6 Whet
7 Fit to one's
use
8 Question
answerers

"

9 New York
island
10 One of Columbus' ships
11 Pagan god
13 - bear
19 Over (poet.)
21 Behave
22 Pivot
24 Please reply
25 City in
Pennsylvania
26 Din
27 Miss Kett of
the comics
29 Tiny particle
30 Off army
base illegally
33 Take apart
36 Angers
38 Macaw genus
41 Hoodlum
43 Plant disease
45 TV's Miss 47 Fling
48 Stew
49 "Gone with
the Wind"
house
51 Looks at
52 Actress
Lanchester
53 Paving stone
56 Sleep stage
57 Laughing -

(c) 199 1 by NEA. Inc.
~-

GREAT FOOD
For Students, Faculty
Administration
Lunch $5 .50
2 for 1 dinner Su n day to Thursday

----
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601 Prin ce George Stree t
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Sea & Ski party marks debut ofM-W winter social season
By JULIAN ST. ARMAND
The Public Service Fund's Sea
& Ski Night party was the place
to be last Thursday, January 16.
Held at the Campus Center
Ballroom, Sea & Ski Night featured live music, free beer, and
plenty of crossed fingers as students hoped to win the grand
prize raffles for trips to the Bahamas or Wintergreen ski resort.
Suzanne
"Chapstick"
FitzGerald (1L), already every
male 1L' s favorite ski bunny,
won the Wintergreen trip. After
her name was announced as
winner, Suzanne was smothered
by offers to carry her skis in
exchange for one of the three
open spots on the Ilrip.
Heading for the Bahamas is Chris
'Tan & Lucky" Farris (3L). Upon
winning, Chris sai d he knew in
advance that he would be the
winner. He explained, "After
jetting to Paris for last year's
spring break, I knew I had to
make everyone envlous again this
year!"
The evening began with a
rousing
game
of
yoUey" beach" ball. Participants
could not touch the beach ball
with their hands , not because the
rul es prohibited !hand contact
with the ball, but because they
were required to hold filled beer
cups. Kevin Kroner (2L) , resplendent In cui -oil clamdlggers,
vied with Kirsten Lindberg (3L)
for the " Fallon Your Butt on the
Beer-Splashed Floor" Award.

Kroner later said he and Lindberg
were engaged in a private contest
to see who might be more
contributorily negligent if either
filed a tort claim against PSF for
injuries sustained during the
game.
The live music, provided by
law school band Bad Idea was
superb. Lead vocalist Lynn
McHale (2L) sang her heart out,
proving that amazing talent need
not be stifled by law . school.
Back-up vocalist and guitarist
C hris "Doo-Wop" Smith (2L)
demonstrated his surprising vocal abilities by singing lead on a
few numbers. In a highlight of
the evening, guest vocalist and
Elvis impersonator Lee
Livingston (2L) impressed the
crowd with his uncanny imitation. Lee claims that eating lunch
under the velvet Elvis painting in
the lounge will make a great Elvis
impersonator out of anyone.
Second-years dominated the
t\vist contest. Tied as champions
were winning couple Eric FInley
(2L) and Tammy Moss (2L) and
upstarts James Creekmore (2L)
and "the girl on his left" (no L).
True arti tryon the dance floor
was demonstrated by Gregg "We
Was Robbed" Schwind (2L) and
Betsy "Rollerblade" Abrallam
(2L) who twisted with enough
lifts and spins to qualify for this
yeal" s reglOntli pllirsllgure SKaling competition .
As always at a PSF event,
fashion was the name of the game.

Wi th ei ther beach attire or skiwear de rigueur, students didn't
feel constrained by typical
January apparel. Stephanie Rever
(3L) was a stand-out with her
turbaned spa-matron look. Paul
Possinger (2L) showed off his
secret desire to join a reggae band
with his Caribbean "sans
dreadlocks" attire. Decked out
in a purple parka, Peter Kane
(1L) set the standard for ski wear-neon caps are still hot on the
slopes. The "Best Dressed
A ward" of the evening belongs
to Lawrence I' Anson (2L) whose
beachwear look of mismatched
J.Crew items with socks and

thong sandals was unrivaled.
The highly-anticipated limbo
contest found a repeat winner in
John Maxwell (3L). John
squeaked by fellow third-year
Lindberg to claim his place in the
Marshall-Wythe limbo Hall of
Fame. First-year enthusiasm for
the limbo contest was high with
more 1Ls participating than any
other class--a result explained by
their ability to bend over backwards to please first-year profs
and legal skills senior partners.
Limbo Honorable Mentions go
to Christy McLelland (1L) and
Maura Henry (2L) for amazing
flexibility, and to Jason Davis

(lL) for his "let gravity take you
under the bar" technique.
The evening's only drawback
was the occurrence of "last call"
during the limbo contest, forcing
both dancers and spectators to
choose between the event and
going to get that last beer.
Dancing continued into the
morning hours, until PSF CoChair Elizabeth Dopp (3L) shooed
everyone out the door, telling
them they wouldn't be able to get
Ulp for Friday classes if they
stayed any later. Dopp appeared
to be the only party goer who
considered this a legitimate
concern.
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Events Calendar
MONDA Y, JANUARY 20
• DISCUSSIO : "What Happened to the Dream?" sponsored by the
Black Law Students A sociation in honor of Martin Luther King's
birthday L noon , Rm. 127, orne and hare.
TUESDA Y, JANUARY 21
• VOTE: Law S hool Sm king P Ii Y Referendum,
10 a.m to 5 p.m. , BRING ID

ote in the lobby,

WEDNESDA Y, JANUARY 22
• SPORTS: Men' s Ba ketball \"S . lMU, W&M Hall, 7:30 p.m.
THURSOA Y. JANUARY 23
• PLA T : Plant Sale b I gre~nhc u s e volunteer ', lillington aud .
lobby. II a.m . to 1 p.m.
• LL. 'CH: Town & G~) \\'n L unch: The Ru 'sian Transition. Eduard
Mala)an, Russian diplom,H. '- C b3llr~x)m, 12: 15 p.m.
• LECTURE: Common\\ ('<.l Im Center for Study of American ulturc
eminar: "Shade of C01 r: T he' R Ie and talUS of lulattoes in the
Antebellum Era," lame.: 0 Ht J ..."In , hislor) and Ameri 'an ci\ ilization
professor. GWU: Botck")llrt T hea tre. Swcm Library,: p.m.
FRIO. Y . JANUARY 24
• PLANTS: Plant Sale by ~r enhouse \. lunteers, tv1i IIington aud.
lobby, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
• DISCUSSIO, ~ Wo men '.: Studies Book Dic cussion: Ellizabcth Fo\.
Genove e ' Fem inism W ithl..)ut IIlusi n, Charles Center Lounge. Tu 'k r
ba. ement, noon. For inf rmat i )n, all Deborah Venti , ext. L457 .
• MUSIC: Concert: MIT C n 'ert Band ponsored by W &M Con ert
Band, PBK, : 15 p.m . Free.

SATURDA Y, FEBRUARY 1
• RECYCLING: ComprehensiYe Recycling Day, W&M Hall parking
lot, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
SUNOA Y, FEBRUARY 2
• LECTURE: Gallery Talk: Bernard Chaet; William D. Barnes, associate professor of fine art , Muscarelle Museum, 3 p.m.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3
• RECEPTION: Collegewide Farewell Reception for President VerkLlil ,
Wendy and Emery Reyes Center, 3:30 p.m.
• SPORTS: Men's Basketball \-'S. Marym unt, W&M Hall , 7 :30 p.m .
• MUSIC: Ewell Concert Series: Stephen Drury, pianist, E\\ell Recital
Hall. p.m.
TllESOA Y. FEBRl1ARY 4
• !\'lL IC: Concert Series: The Philh:mn )nia Hungarica \\ ilh r chudi
i\,1 nuhin, conductor; Ralph !\.farkhal11 anJ "h.cnneth Bwad\\"ay, dlh)
pIano: PBK, : 15 p.m.
'\,ED~ESDA Y. FEBRl'ARY 5

• SPORTS: Fir~t night
William.:burg BI.. \\\

()f

Hump D' y

BI.)\\\in~ , ,-':30

TUESDA Y , JANUARY 28
• DISCUSSION: Women ' s Studies Forum Series: "The Woman
Warrior," Colleen Kennedy, assi tant professor of English, Washington
201, 7:30 p.m.
• TICKErS: Deadline for Barri ter ' Ball sales, 200 must be sold by
this date or there will be 0 BALL.
.
• LECTURE: Gallery Talk: 4th Faculty Show; Deborah D. McLeod,
curator, Peninsula Fine Arts Center; Muscarelle Museum , 5: 15 p.m.
WEDNESDA Y, JANUARY 29
• SPORTS: Free Bowling at Informational Session for Hump Day
Bowling League, AMF Williamsburg Bowl, Olde TO\ ne Road, 8:30
p.m.
• SPORTS: Men's Basketball vs. East Carolina, W &M Hall, 7:30 p.m.
• SPORTS: Roor Hockey Entries, REC CENTER, 10 a.m . to 2 p.m.
THURSDA Y, JANUARY 30
• LECTURE: Town & Gown Lunch: Steve Wermiel, Visiting Lee
Professor, Institute of Bill of Rights Law, CC ballroom, 12: 15 p.m .
• , SPORTS.: F1?Or H~~ey Ent~s, REC ~~NT~" 1 ,p.m., to ~ p.m..
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THl RSOA Y. FEBRl. ARY 6
• LE CT R E: T wn & GO\\ n Lun ch: l ilt! Mus~arelle Mu cum and
HO\\ It W ork i\,lark John_'on. di rec to r. '\Iu carcIlc M useum of A rt.
Dodge Roem , PBK, 12: 15 p.m. Lunch \\ ill be foIl on cd by a guided tour
of the Muscarelle Museum.

SUNDA Y, JANUAR Y 26
• MUSIC: Music at the Muscarell featuring mu ic of Beethoven,
ivaldi and Telemann performed by the Gallery Player, Mus arelle
Mu eum, 4 p.m.
MONDA Y JANUARY 27
• MUSIC: Williamsburg Symphonia, PBK, 8 p.m. (Snow date: Jan .
_8).
• LECTURE: "What is T R UTH?"; Chuck Colon , former Nixon
assistant, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ, Trinkle Hall, 7 p.m.
• FOOD: Cookies and Cider, Law School Lobby, look for notice
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Mychals Myopia

Williamsburg cable companies aim to please basketball
fans while baseball lovers pay for player salary exploits
ByMYCHALSCHULZ
Well, another college football season
is over, and once again we don't know
which team should be the true national
champion, Miami or Washington. Both
teams are obviously a cut above the rest of
the field, but this writer gives the edge to
Washington. Granted, Miami has speed
to burn on offense, but Washington has
the defense to shut down the Hurricane
attack. Steve Fmtman and company would
harass Gino Toretta to no end, which
would mean that Toretta would have no
time to get the ball to those speedy receivers.
A look ahead at next year reveals no
clear favorite for the national champion.
Penn State, Miami, Washington and
Horida State have most of their starters
returning. Florida will be a year older,
and after the Sugar Bowl, Steve Spurrier
will be a year wiser. Notre Dame will
make a run now that Rick Mirer is coming
back for his senior season. Then again,
who really cares? It's basketball season,
and football can wait.
************
The Cameron Crazies are at it again.
Duke is clearly the best team in the nation.
Remember, however, that UNLV l a~ ! year
was also clearly the best team in college
basketball, and they didn't win the NCAA
tournament. UCLA snapped Arizona's
71 game home winning streak, which
may signal that they won't fade in the
conference race as they have in recent
years . North Carolina was swamped by
Notre Dame, which is enough to question
the Tarheels tenacity. Indiana and Ohio
State' are solid teams with spectacular
offensive players, Calbert Cheaney and
Jim Jackson, respectively. Round one
went to Indiana, though , who beat the

Buckeyes in Bloomington. The Big East
looks to be in an off year, though Connecticut will make noise in March, as will
Arizona out west. The SEC? As always,
overrated, though there may be a Shaq '
attack in March in the Bayou area. Kudos
to the Williamsburg cable companies and
the inventors of the electronic channel
changer. Together, they allow one to
watch about three or four basketball games
a night on different stations without
moving from the couch. My heroes.

another team. They are the ones who
won't have the chance to develop ties to a
player for more than one or two seasons,
because that player will be traded if his
performance drops (he's overpaid) or will
bolt to another teams (where he will be
overpaid). None of this matters, of course,
because the average person,like a lemming
headed to the sea, will go along wi th
whatever price increases occur. Oh, well,
it's your money.
************

***********
Baseball. As if my taste for the game
wasn't already soured by the excess of
salaries in recent years. Now comes the
most recent signings , included Bobby
Bonilla, Frank Viola, Danny Tartabull,
and perhaps the most reprehensible, Jack
Morris. Morris, the hometown hero,
captured the hearts of baseball fans by
giving an inspired performance in the
Twins World Series triumph. He then
turned around and spumed the Twins'
offer of over $4 million a years and bolted
to Toronto. Never has a sports figure been
able to alienate so many people so soon
after capturing their imagination and admiration.
Of course, it takes two to tango, and
baseball owners are just as guilty of the
excessive craziness now prevalent in major
league baseball. As long as owners give
excessive salaries to mediocre players,
not to mention outrageous salaries to simply above average players (read: Bobby
Bonilla. Say Bobby, how many W orId
Series, or even League Championships
did you bring to Pittsburgh?), then players
will demand more money. The true losers, of course, are the fans . They are the
ones who will pay higher ticket prices to
see average players who were able to cash
in on one or two good years, probably on

Okay, here's a plug for the National
Hockey League. Kevin Kroner told me
that their season has started. I think that
about covers it.
************
A recent survey of the best tapes to
exercise to at the rec center include: The
Pixies (Kevin Kroner), Dee-Lite
(Stephanie Coleman), Heavy D and the
Boyz (me). The survey attempted to get
the favorite exercise tape of John Edwards
and J\,.1ike Bishop, but rec center records
indicate that the pair has not put in an
appearance there for over two years.

Washington and Buffalo are in the Super
Bowl? Surprise, surprise. Everybody has
been predicting as much since, oh, August. The NCAA made Prop 48 requirements even more strict? Now an athlete
must have a 2.5 GPA or, ifitis lower, have
a higher SAT or ACT score. This requirement may effectively eliminate some
major conferences as we know them (read:
SEC and SWC). Michael Jordan recently
complained that the Bulls underpay him?
Apparently 1-.1r. Jordan doesn't count the
fact that playing in a major market like
Chicago has given him the opportunity to
cash in on endorsements that make him
one of the richest athletes in the world.
Nine NFL head coaching positions were
open, and none of them went to Buddy
Ryan? Apparently bad attitude wasn't on
anybody's wish list this year. Professor
Douglas' beard? Makes him look like a
taller, thinner Buddy Hackett from a
Herbie the Love Bug movie, or a shorter,
thinner, and paler Brad Daugherty. The
brand-spanking new "Permit Parking
Only" signs over by the rec center? Of
course, they went up after a number of law
students were IIcketed the fir t week we
were back at school.
************

************
After another recent brilliant performance at the rec center, Joe English was
seen applying the same chemical to his
skin as Michael Jackson uses to turn his
skin lighter. This led to the rumor that Joe
is actually Tyrone "Mugsy" Bogues, who
highlights as a law student when he is not
leading the Charlotte Hornets to another
defeat. The Amicus is investigating.
************
The "Did You See?" department:

Finally, the Professor Charles Koch
Award, given to the individual who may
actually have athletic talent, but you
wouldn't know it be actually looking at
him, goes to Dave "Baby Bam-Bam"
Whined. Big Dave, affectionately known
as "Baby Barkley" on the basketball court,
single-handedly turns the rec center into a
mini-M* A *S*H unit every time he appears on the basketball court. He does
take care of business, though, stopping to
make sure no bones are broken, after, of
course, he has charged though you to
make his layup. Congratulations.

CO-ED • SHAPING & FIRMING • BODY BUILDING
POWER LIFTING • DAILY WORKOUTS
TANNING BED· JACUZZI· SWIMMING POOL
SAUNA· VITAMINS· SUPPLEMENTS

1228 RICHMOND ROAD
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185
(WILLIAMSBURG SHOPPING CENTER-BEHIND ROSES)
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Nowhere near the hole

Golftip: withdrawal tnanifests.itself in rank intolerance
By TOM BOOK
of the end of my 3-wood.
If you have looked around the law school lately you
Another thing that I usually let slide is people who talk
have probably noticed that many of your classmates are in class all the time. However, when I am going through
golf withdrawal, I simply want them to die. Who do they
fidgety, anxious, and generally irritable.
" Grades, the job market, add/drop problems" you really think cares about what they have to say? What is
might think to yourself. But I say unto you, there is a it about the sound of their own voice that they like so
more vile cause for these symptoms--golf withdrawal.
much? Don't they notice how professors, after the first
Many students, including yours truly, are experienc- two weeks or so of classes, do everything they can to
ing the horrors of not being able to go out and playa avoid calling on these squawkboxes? When they sit
round of golf because January's weather is simply not there with their hands up and the professor looks right
conducive to golftng. Ergo, we are miserable and angry past them, calling on someone else, don't they realize
at the world.
that nobody, especially the professor, wants to hear from
little things that one can normally put up with beoome them again?
major annoyances when we golfers are denied what we
Also, what is the connection between speaking often
firmly believe is our constitutional right to year-round 82 in class and having a bad haircut? I know it's not nice to
degree weather. The elements conspire against us so that say, but when these people are jabbering away I can't
we are not able to breathe the fresh air but instead are help but think to myself that their every utterance subtracts
forced to have our lungs choked with the sinister second- from the sum total of human knowledge. As for myself,
hand smoke of curious people who sit in the lobby, stick I prefer those people who would not say shit if they had
tobacco wrapped in paper in their mouths, and commence a mouthful.
setting fire to it so that they can inhale the smoke from
The worst part of this semester so far has been that
aforementioned fire. Not wanting the rest of the school Legal Skills trial anxiety has been cruelly coupled with
population to be left out, they exhale this smoke among my withdrawal symptoms. My opposing counsel were
the general public so that the chances of death by cancer impossible to deal with. They rejected my one proposed
may be increased for all of us.
stipulation--that their client was an idiot--for no good
There, you see, I am irritable, and I end up taking it out reason. Additionally, the judge reprimanded me when I
on perfectly innocent people who are just minding their told him that an affidavit was admissible, because if he
own business. Such is the nature of golf withdrawal. did not admit it, I would wrap it up in cuckold burs and
Things will be going fme, but then all of a sudden I will shove it where it would never see daylight again. I think
become uncharacteristically mean and nasty. Simple it fair to say that golf withdrawal and Legal Skills trials
everyday things can enrage me. When a professor calls are a lethal combination.
on me to recite the facts of a case, it is all I can do to keep
However, lest you think this malady incurable, I am
from telling said professor to suck the facts of the case out here to tell you that there is a cure. The onl y thing that

Law school bowling
league now forming
By STEVE SHEBEST
Looking for something to
do once in a while besides
going to Paul's or the Leafe?
An excuse to drink beer? A
chance to compete with your
fellow students on something
not quite as random as grades?
Then join the Hump Day
Bowling League forming
now!
You need not be able to
avoid the gutter most of the
time to be competitive! Every player is provided handicap pins according to their
own average score. Thus, how
well you bowl each night in
comparison to your own normal score is what determines
how well you do. Not how
many strikes the creeps on the
next lane have.
If you are interested, you
need not find enough people
to form your own complete
team! We will do that for
you, if you don't already have
a full group. The league will
operate with three or four
person teams, depending on
the number of people interested.
The league will bowl
Wednesday nights starting
around 8:30 and running a
couple of hours. Three games

are played each Wednesday.
The first informational
meeting will be at the AMF
Bowling Center on Olde
Towne Rd . (next to Ewell
Station) at 8 :30 on Wednesday, January 29. Enjoy some
free bowling and munchies
while you hear about the details of the league. The league
will officially start Wednesday, February 5, and each
Wednesday thereafter, taking
time off for spring break, and
ending well before exams.
If you cannot be available
each Wednesday evening, you
can act as an alternate. The
cost usually runs about seven
dollars a week for use of the
lanes and possibly (very small)
simulated plastic trophies. Of
course, you need not have your
own ball or shoes.
This league is a hell of a lot
of fun, one team wins a pizza
each week, and it is a fine
alternative to the Leafe or
Paul's for consuming golden
beverage, while actually doing
something fun.
Please contact Steve Shebest
(3L) at 565-2851 or via hanging ftIe if interested, or come
to the January 29 meeting for
free bowling and see if the
league is for you.

seems to help is to make everyone around you just as
miserable ad you are. During withdrawal I get intense
pleasure from seeing others in equal pain. The Germans
(no surprise) have a word for this: Schadenfreude. Now
I know this is wicked, but desperate times call for
desperate measures.
If you ever get to feeling the way I do, just go up to the
wailing wall by OCPP and watch the first-years check
their grades. Their expressions and actions are nothing
short of priceless. In a very brief amount of time you can
be witness to the entire range of human emotions. There
is self-congratulatory fist pumping, squeals of gleeful
surprise, the fulfillment of highest hopes, and the smug
recognition of one's own success.
However, there is also the open mouthed astonishment
that only accompanies complete shock and utter disappointment. Many students hold up a straightedge against
the grade sheets in a futile attempt to assure themselves
that their first glimpse was somehow mistaken. The tears
well up, the heads hang down, and the first "c" of their
young lives makes its dreaded entrance. At this point, I
like to recite Rod Smolla's cavalier advice "You know,
you're not your GPA." I often think to myself that the
school should station a videotape camera in that hallway
and then show "highlight fIlms" of this week to incoming
students on their first day of Law Camp.
I am ashamed to write this, but in order to overcome
my problem, Oprah, Phil, Geraldo, Maury, Montel, Jenny
Jones, and Sally Jesse Raphael assure me that I first must
admit that I have a problem. Those of you who have
experienced this problem may very well empathize, but
I am sure there are many that cannot know what I am
going through. It's a golf thing, you wouldn't understand.
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Everyone
who
went
talked
about
VOTE, 'from-Page 1
what a good time they had."
statutory requirement and that no change
Brooks said that since he will be conin the present arrangement is necessary.
stantly carrying tickets with him, students
Dean Connie Galloway, however, has should feel free to approach him at any
agreed that if 50% of students vote and a time to purchaSe their tickets.
simple majority of those voting wish to
change the policy, she will evaluate the HIRING, from page 1
response to the two options outlined in the
referendum. Even students amenable to cerns about the effect that a relegation to
the present policy, are urged to express part-time status would have on the quality
their preference for one of the two pro- of the program. There, Coven said he
posed smoking areas . If a change does believed the heavy use of adjunct pro10. They sweep the vagrants out at 2 a.m.
take place, smokers will want to have a fessors has "severely and improperly di9. Comfortable, attractive naugahyde furnishings
luted the quality of that program." The
say in the new location.
8. Ants in the coffee makers
Choice A is the square of Naugahyde report went on to say, "Coven contends,
7. Official U.S. Postal Service drop boxes
station closest to the Moot Courtroom. in short, that we are doing everything very
Choice B is the glass-enclosed sepulchre badly and that [the situation] should not
6. High crime areas
situated behind the long table across from be permitted to continue for even one
5. People are ashamed to be seen there
more year."
the main entrance.
4.
Lockers are available
At the November meeting, Dean
WOES, from page 1
3. Cleaning staff the most friendly, accessible professionals in
Timothy Sullivan agreed that the program
any, wait in lines, and a large table of needs an additional faculty member, but
the place
appetizers. "There is not a better ball - felt the hiring of a new tax instructor could
2. Neither has buses that take you to places you want to go
room within 200 miles of Williamsburg," wait another year. Professor Linda
L Popular meeting place for the unemployed!
Malone, a member of the Faculty Apsaid Brooks.
Although in the past Barrister's Ball pointments Committee, said she felt the
has been held in such places as Trinkle tax program "could limp along one more
Hall and has been more of a beerfest-type year" without a new hire.
In the report, the ad hoc committee
party where students drink out of plastic
cups, last year's event at the Virginia members agreed that a full-time program
Room was so elegant and classy that could be operated at current staffing levMarshall-Wythe students immediately els with increased reliance on adjuncts,
began requesting that Brooks make simi- but said they would not support a decision
lar plans for this year, which he has now to do so indefinitely.
Wednesday, January 22, 1992
Though he is now "somewhat fearful
done.
7 :00 p.m., Room 239
Scott Zimmerman (3L), who decided the battle rnay have to be rewaged," Coven
to go to last year's Ball at the last minute said he believes the faculty has made a
said "It was the best event I've ever at- commitment to keeping the tax program
tended in law school." John Childrey and the position will be filled as soon as
(2L) said that Barrister's Ball last year funds are available.

Top ten similarities
between a bus station
and the M-W lobby

From the Home Office in Ashtabula, Ohio

][)on't forget the next meeting of the
Amicus Curiae
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THE COUNTRY'S MOST COMPLETE LAWYERS' AND LAW STUDENTS' BOOKSTORE
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4814 SOUTH PULASKI ROAD

•

MAIN OFFICE: 312 I 376-1711

•

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60632- 4194

WE ACCEPT NIGHT AND WEEKEND CAllS TO 10 PM CST AT 31.2 / 376-1711 - IF NO ANSWER, CAll 708-323-1322
FAX NO. 1-312-376-1110
WE STOCK EVERY LAW STUDENT STUDY AID, SEND FOR CATALOG
'AB. PRESS OUIZZERS
• EMANUEL LAW OUTLHES
• NUTSHELL SERES (WESn
• All-ABA PUBLICA TlONS
• FINALS LAW SCHOOL EXAM SERIES
• NOLO SELF HELP LAW BOOKS
• ALP·-PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS
• FIREMEN BOOKS
• OUT OF PRINT LAW BOOKS
• ANALYTICAL CASE DIGEST (ACO)
• FLOLEX CHARTS
• PAPERBACK LAW BOOKS
• ANTIOUARIAN LAW BOOKS
• FRANKS SAMPLE EXAM SERIES
• POLICE BOOKS
• AUDIO TAPES: EMANUEL. GLBERTS
• GIFTS FOR LAWYERS & LAW STUDENTS
• PRE-LEGAL READING LISTS
NITA. NP( PLI, SUM & SUBSTANCE
• GILBERT LAW SUt.NARIES
• PARALEGAL BOOKS
• BAR CARDS
• HERBERT LEGAL SERIES
·RESTATBMENT5-STUDENTS
• BAR REVIEW OUTLINES & EXAMS
• HORNBOOKS At{) LAW TEXTS
• RUBENS
• BLACK LETTER LAW SERES (Msn
• LAW RELATED BOOKS
• RYAN CAPSULE REVIEWS
• BLOND LAW GU[)ES
• LAW SCHOOL EXAM HAN)9OOf(S
• SIEGEL BAR EXAM SERES
• CALIFORNIA BAR EXAM SERES
• LAW IN FLASH CRAM CAroS
• STATUTES & REGLlATIOHS
• LAYTON LEGAL AK)S
• CASEBOOKS & COURSEBOOKS
• STUDENT GUI>E SERIES
• CASEBOOK OUTLIt£S (CAJ.eRIDGE)
• LEGAL HlNOR BOOKS
• SUM & SUBST.w:;E SERIES
• CASEBOOK SUPPLEMENTS
• LEGAL HlJ.tOR BOOKS
• TAlES ISSl£ SPOTTING
• CASENOTE LAW OUTL~ES
• LEGAL ClASS~- LEATl£R
• UNFORM LAW & REGS
• CASENOTE LEGAL BREFS (CNLB)
'LEGALiNEs
• UNDERSTAN:l1NG LAW SERES
• COMPUTER LAW STUDY AIDS
• MSE-.omc1Al (>lA:ST & AHSW
• Vl>EO TAPES
• CRIUINALJUSTCE BOOKS
• MODEL LAWS & REGUlATIONS
• W~ING .. LAW SCHOOl SERIES
• DEI..At£Y STUQY AIDS
• MUlTISTATIE BAR EXAM MATERIAlS
• ECONOMICS & LAW BOOKS

DICTIONARIES
LAW-GENERAL-CRIMINAL JUSTICE-FOREIGN
INSURANCE-INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
MEDICAL-REAL ESTATE-THESAURUS
LEGAL USAGE BOOKS
FINANCE & INVESTMENT

CASSETTES: AUDIO & VIDEO
AUDIO: SUM& SUBSTANCE
GILBERT-NPI-NITA-PILI
EMANUEL
VIDEO : ALBERT BILL SERIES

GIFTS FOR LAWYERS
LEATHER BOUND BOOKS-LAW BOOK ENDS
LEGAl PRINTS: SPY-DAUMIER-HAGEL
SADLER-SALOON-BRAGG; LEGAl STATUARY
CUPS : LEGAL-SHAKESPEARE
GAMES: LAW

SAMPLES OF OUTLINES FOR FRi:SHMEN COURSES FREE ON REQUEST.

- FAST SERVICE IF YOUR ORDER IS RECEIVED BY 4 P.M., WE'LL HAVE IT PACKED AND .HEADED YOUR WAY THAT SAllE AFTERNOON.
SERVICE TO - WEST COAST,-M4" DAYS - EAST COAST, "3" DAYS

ONE SOURCE FOR ALL LAW STUDENT STUDY MATERIALS

'h

